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On Friday, October 30, the Garrison-Foster Health Center contacted
students it considered to be at "high
risk" of complications from H1N1
due to underlying medical conditions such as asthma or diabetes.
The College was not able to procure
enough vaccines to immunize every
high-risk student, so the shots were
distributed on a first come, first
serve basis to those contacted.
By the afternoon that same day,
every flu shot had been spoken for.
The health center has placed the remaining students on a waiting list.
i There have been about 100 diagnosed cases of influenza-like ill-

Maine...
received only
a fraction of
the vaccines it
ordered from
the [CDC].
ness (ILI) on campus thus far.
Maine, like other states across
the nation, received only a fraction
of the vaccines it ordered from the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC). The state has
made it a priority to immunize
children under 18 years old. Consequently, the College only received 100 of the 2000 vaccines it
originally requested.
The vaccine shortage is a nationwide crisis. The CDC originally
projected that 40 million vaccines
would be available nationwide at
this time. Due to production problems, however, fewer than 30 million doses have been distributed.
President Barack Obama declared on October 24 that the nation is facing an emergency in
responding to the HIN 1 epidemic.
Senator Susan Collins (R-ME)
published a letter Friday on her blog
that she wrote to Secretary of the
U.S. Department of Heath and
Human Services Kathleen Sebelius,
demanding answers to why the
manufacturing went awry and when
more vaccines will be available. Sebelius said on Monday, the vaccine
is "coming out the door as fast as it
comes off the production line."

With the flu season upon us,
most Americans are concerned
about contracting the H1N1
virus. However, recent outbreaks
of Escherichia coli (E. coli) in
New England indicate that these
bacteria are another major health
concern of which students should
be aware.
According to The Food Poison
Journal, 546,000 pounds of beef
products were recalled by Fairbank
Farms in Ashville, NY last Saturday, October 31 in response to E.
coli contamination in Maine, Massachusetts and Connecticut These
products were distributed at popular retail stores such as Shaw's,
Harry Potterfans united on Thursday, October 29 for dinner in the College 's own Great Hall, er, we mean Foss.

H1N1 hits hard downtown

College puts off -campus volunteer activities on hold
By SAM SELUB
NEWS STAFF

In an attempt to limit the campus * exposure to the swine flu, the
Colby Volunteer Center (CVC)
abruptly suspended all volunteering activities on October 28.
The announcement came on the
heels of an outbreak of the H1N1
virus, commonly known as the
swine flu, in local public schools.
Schools reported numbersranging from 20 to 35 percent of the student body absent with flu like
symptoms in the early part of last
week, according to an article in The
Morning Sentinel.Absencespeaked
on Tuesday, October 27, at Waterville Junior High School when 35
percent of the 414 students were absent with some type of ailment.
Also noteworthy, on October
24, President Barack Obama declared the H1N1 outbreak a national emergency.
One of the most popular in programs suspended is Colby Cares
About Kids (CCAK).
The decision to put these activities on hold came about when the
Director of the Goldfarb Center
for Public Affairs and Civic Engagement L. Sandy Maisel ap-

proached Medical Director Dr. program, protect the students of
Paul Berkner about the possibility Colby for right now," Berkner said.
Since the suspension, site coof putting CCAK temporarily on
hold in light of the high number of * ordinators have been working
flu-like cases among local youth. hard to compensate the beneficiCCAK is a program under the um- aries of the volunteer work with
alternate programs. Lori Morin ,
brella of the Goldfarb Center.
Berkner, Maisel and Vice Presi- CCAK coordinator, introduced
dent for Student Affairs and Deani "Mentor Mail" so that Colby
of Students Jim Terhunedecided tci mentors can stay in touch with
their mentees. Morin said that
make the suspension official.
"This seemed to all of us to be even though mentors and mentees
an obvious and appropriate stepi cannot meet face-to-face, "a
given what was going on...with small gesture like this brings
the flu instances, particularly in smiles to their faces."
The suspension of many volunthe local schools," Terhune said.
Extra-curricular activities like teer activities has sparked controCCAK, he said, could be sus- versy, as some volunteers do not
pended, as "the most effective agree with the College's approach.
Hannah Smythe ' 12 said,
means of limiting the spread of [the
flu] is [called] 'social distancing.'' "Colby and Waterville students are
So in so far as those weren't neces- still attending classes at their resary interactions.. .it just seemed to spective schools, and viruses will
make sense to limit the exposure spread just as easily between menfor our students and for local kids." tors and mentees as it would beThe suspension, for now, is in- tween students at the same
definite. Berkner said it will be re- school," she said.
Others assert that the protectionassessed on a week-by-week basis.
"Volunteeringis critical and it is ist behavior will further alienate the
part of our mission, but at this point College and its students from the
in time, with the amount of illness community in a time of crisis.
Julia Sutler '10 wrote in an ethat the Watervilleschool system is
seeing, we just felt like we need to,
as a college-sponsored volunteer
See CCAK, Page 3
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Men's lacrosse bikes,
moves books, does good
By MICHAEL BROPHY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

"Every day we aren't offering
services, that's a day a kid may not
get a book he or she needs. You
never know what day a child is
going to have that epiphany as a
reader, especially when they're in
such a really critical time at life."
For Sarah Sugden of the Waterville Public Library, the benefits of the Colby men's lacrosse
team's 156-mile fund raising bike
ride from the Hill to Bates, Bowdoin and back are much more
than monetary.
"This was my first library; I
grew up here, and [the rest of the
library staff and I] have a vision
for what a new library can do,"
Sugden said.
Sugden has been working on
the renovation of the library for
five years, and said that the
lacrosse team's efforts to benefit
the library have "reinvigorated
us." On Tuesday, October 27,
players spent the hours between
5:45 a.m. and 1 p.m. moving over
7000 books from the children 's
room in the basement of the library to the first floor. This has allowed for the renovation of the
children 's room to begin.
Without a workforce as big

and physically capable as the
lacrosse team, moving the thousands of books from the basement to the first floor would have
taken weeks. "We really wanted
to take advantage of what [the
players] were able to provide us,"
Sugden said. "They were wonderful and very professional. In a
word: lovely."
When they weren 't moving
books, players took turns riding
portions of the route between the
three colleges. Each teammate
rode roughly eight miles, with
some members, like captain Max
Weiss ' 10, doubling up and riding
15 miles.
Head
Coach
Jonathan
Thompson rode the most, however, logging over 22 miles by
day 's end. "I'm not going to let
the guys do something that I'm
not going to do myself,"
Thompson said.
The team averaged 18 miles
per hour, which Thompson said
was "no easy feat, especially
coming up those mountains in
western Maine."
Players reached out to family
and friends to collect sponsors for
their ride. The team has not colSee BIKE, Page 2
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Governor John Baldacci (D-ME), pictured above left in the Pugh Center, drops in on campus during election day, Tuesday, November 3.

AMETHYST INITIATIVE

Drinking age debated Thursday
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John McCardell (left) debated David Rosenbloom (left) on the Amethyst Initiative in Ostrove.

By EMMA CREEDEN
NEWS STAFF

The Amethyst Initiative is composed of college and university
presidents across the United States
who believe it is necessary to
openly debate and rethink the 21 year old drinking age. Currently.
135 college and university chancellors and presidents have signed
the initiative, spearheaded by John
McCardell in 2008.
The debate came to the College
last Thursday. Students and faculty
gathered in Diamond to attend the
Cotter Debate—an annual series of
public debates held on campus that
address pressing social issues—
sponsored by the Goldfarb Center
for Public Affairs and Civic Engagement and moderated by
Joseph Reisert, the government
department chair and Harriet S.
Wiswell and George C. Wiswell Jr.
associate professor of American
constitutional law.
Though the College has no official position on the issue, President
William Adams said, "As president,
1 was asked to endorse the initiative.
1 declined because I am not persuaded that lowering the drinjring
age will have a significant effect on
dangerous drinking at colleges and
universities. I am also worried about
other public policy implications of
lowering the drinking age."

McCardell, president emeritus
of Middlebury College and president and founder of Choose Responsibility,
presented
the
pro-initiative argument in favoi
of lowering the drinking age to
18, while David Rosenbloom ,
President and CEO of the National Center on Addiction and
Substance Abuse at Columbia
University, presented the argument for maintaining the 21 -year
old drinking law.
Noah VanValkenburg* 13 said,
*i thought it was very nice how
both sides openly engaged with
one another and utilized hard data.*'
Both began the debate with a 10minute opening address, followed
by questions from the moderator
and students on the floor. Student
questions centered on issues such as
alcohol advertisements, the repercussions for younger age groups if
the drinking age is towered, lurking
variables in traffic accidents and
drinking on a college campus versus in the military.
David Rosenbloom focused his
position around early drinking and
long-term dependency, drinking
culture and the perceived impacts
of the 21 -year old drinking law.
'"The 21 drinking [age] law does
not cause underage drinking.. .The
21 law does not cause 14- to 16year olds to start drinking because
it is a hidden fruit. Culture and so-

cial environments expect us to
drink as soon as we can reach the
bar," Rosenbloom said.
Explicitly on college campuses,
Rosenbloom said, "Half the students feel as though they need to
be drunk half the time to get
through the college experience."
Rosenbloom champions responsibility by college presidents
in these environments. He believes
that it is necessary for college presidents to show leadership in instituting cultural change, to reduce
the alcohol outlet density, to support alcohol tax increases, to treat
the abuse of alcohol as a disease
and to involve parents.
"If an individual starts drinking
in his or her teens, statistics have
shown that he or she is four percent more likely to become an alcoholic ," Rosenbloom said. "As
ill-enforced as the law has been in
some areas, the presence of the law
has reduced long term alcohol dependency and that is what we
don 't want to give up."
McCardell also recognized the
binge drinking culture in his position , but focused his argument on
opening channels of discourse and
dialogue, the rights of adults under
United States laws, and the fact
that it has been 25 years since the
law was enacted.
The government enacted the
21 - year old drinking law in 1984

cate for stricter food legislation.
However, it stressed that the decision on whether or not to eat meat
is ultimately up to the consumer.
"We do not want to tell people
what to eat or what not to eat," Barbara Kowalcyk , director of food
safety, said. "We want consumers
to have the information they need
to make educated choices about
what they feed themselves and
their loved ones. And we want better protections in this country for
food. Americans believe that their
food is safe, and they have a right
to know the risks."
On the other side of the debate,
J. Patrick Boyle, president and
CEO of the American Meat Institute , emphasized that food safety
practices are improving. "Americans consume a billion meals a
day—the vast , vast , vast majority
of them safely and enjoyably," he
said. "The positive development
here is that these kinds of tragic
illnesses are decreasing in America. These illnesses are down 60
percent in the last 10 years. So we
are making significant progress."
While the debate over food
safety remains contested on the
national level , research on E. coli
prevention is taking place locall y
at the University of Maine-Orono.
Assistant Professor of Food Science and Human Nutrition Dr. Vivian Chi-Hua Wu has been
studying the benefits of cranberries in reducing food-borne
pathogens, such as E. coli. In a recent study, she found that introducing cranberry concentrate into
ground beef could slow and sometimes even reduce E. coli to untraceable levels. Because E. coli
causes nanoparticles to change
color , Wu has also been able to
work on a product that could
eventually be used by consumers

to test whether their food is safe.
"There 's a potential to develop
something very simple, maybe
even something a consumer could
use—as simple as a strip of paper
that you dip into your food. If you
see the right color, you know your
food is safe," Wu said in a University of Maine press release.
Although E. coli poses many
health concerns, most students on
the Hill are unaware of its conse-

in "response to traffic accidents,"
McCardell said, and afterward,
the number of drinking-related
accidents decreased.
However, "it is not 1984 anymore," McCardell said. "The principle problem is no longer traffic
accidents. Today, we face greater
problems such as binge drinking."
Furthermore, if the age is
changed to 18, "we're not going to
suddenly un-learn safe driving
habits and all we have learned
about driving under the influence."
In the eyes of the government,
an 18-year old woman or man can
vote, serve on juries, marry, adopt
a child and be drafted into or enlist
in the military, but they cannot
have a beer. McCardell asked,
"Why can an 18-year old be an
adult in all respects but one?"
McCardell also foregrounded a
push for public debate on the issue.
The National Minimum Drinking Age Act passed by Congress in
1984 imposed a penalty of 10 percent of a state's federal highway appropriation on any state setting its
drinking age lower than 21. Congress does not debate the drinking
age because of this act. "Why be
fearfulof allowing the debate to return to the statehouse? Removing
the 10 percent penalty merely removes the obstacles to debate, not
the law itselC'McCardell said.
Once the debate concluded,
VanValkenburg said, "I tend to
come down on the side of McCardell because of my current
standing as an 18-year old college
student. I can relate more to his argument- However, that is not to say
that Rosenbloom did not have excellent points as well. His statistics
were unparalleled in excellence.
Also, it cannot be overlooked that
his point of view is currently represented in United States law."
Isaac Opper '10, a debate attendee, said, "I thought the debate
went very well. It 's a tricky issue.
I was not sure which way 1 felt
coming in, and neither debater
fully convinced me to choose a
side coming out. It 's an interesting
issue, and I look forward to seeing
how talks and debates progress."

K coli in local meat is a serious health concern
From E. COLI , Rage 1

Trader Joe's, Wild Harvest Organic
and BJ's Wholesale Club. The U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture
(USDA) Food Safety and Inspection Service designated the recall
as "class I," the highest level on the
USDA scale for health risk.
"[E. coli] are a large and diverse
group of bacteria," the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) noted in their disease listing.
"Although most strains of E. coli
are harmless, others can make you
sick. Some kinds of E. coli can
cause diarrhea, while others cause
urinary tract infections, respiratory
illness and pneumonia and other illnesses... it does get a bit confusing—even to microbiologists." In
fact, complications involving food
contaminated by E. coli have been
known to paralyze and even kill
people who consume infected meat.
The core of the problem is in
food processing and preparation
said Bill Marler, a food safety advocate and food poisoning attorney
in Seattle. "What happens in hamburger is the E. coli bacteria is in
the guts of the cows," Marler exp lained at a Central News Network
(CNN) debate on the pros and cons
of hamburger consumption. "During the slaughtering process, those
gutsare nicked or there's fecal material on the hides. It gets on the red
meat. And when you cook a steak,
assuming that steak hasn 't been
penetrated, you can kill the bacteria
that 's on the outside of the meat.
It 's not on the inside of the meat.
But when you ground that meat up,
that E. coli is in there."
The Center for Foodborne Illness Research and Prevention
(CFI), based in Grove City, PA,
has become a well-known advo-

What happens
in hamburger is
E. coli bacteria
is in the gut of
cows... During
the slaughtering
process , those
guts are nicked
or there's fecal
material in the
hides. It gets on
the red meat.
Bill Marler

Food Safety Advocate &
Food Poisoning Attorney

quences. "I hear how bad it is
from the articles I' ve read, but
I' ve never reall y seen its affects,"
Autumn Smith M2 said.
For dining services, however,
E. coli and general food safety are
issues that remain on everyone's
mind. "The safety of food is our
utmost concern ," Dining Hall
Manager Terry Landry said. "We
follow HACCP [Hazard Analysis
and Critical Control Point] princi-

p les in all aspects of our food
service program."
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) standardize all
HACCP principles, which include
mitigating biological, chemical
and physical risk starting with the
arrival of raw materials on campus all the way to the finished
consumed product. This means
that staff from dining services take
and record the receiving temperature of everything they have delivered to the College, in addition
to the storing, cooking, holding
and reheating temperatures, especially on meat products.
They also take meticulous care
to avoid cross contamination of
food. When a cutting board is
needed, a red board is used for
meats, green for produce and white
for ready-to-serve items. This creates an easy system to prevent the
inadvertent spread of biological
pathogens. A top-to-bottom refrigerated storage system is used,
which ensures that raw meats are
placed on the lowest shelf, eliminating the chance for the product to
leak onto other items below.
Landry emphasized that all dining hall staff practice strict hygiene
standards, ranging from the cleanliness of each member 's uniform to
recording logs on how often a workstation has been sanitized. Each chef
carries multiple thermometers in
order to make sure that all food is
kept up to temperature. All dining
hall managers undergo training with
the nationally accredited ServSafe
food safety certification.
While E. coli certainly poses a
health concern and draws into
question the nation 's food processing and preparation practices,
dining services has been taking
measures to ensure that foodborne illness remains off the Hill.
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The lacrosse team hiked to Bates, Bowdoin and back as afundraiser.

Ride supports library
From BIKE, Page 1

lected all the donations yet, so the
exact figure that it raised is still
unknown. Once the funds are in,
some of the money will go toward
renovation costs and new furnishings for the library.
The rest of the money will continue to pay dividends for years,
going toward creating afterschool
youth programs, as well as a business and career center. ...„, ..
"Right now we 're really focusing on how can we partner
with other organizations, how
can we offer services [to the
greater Waterville community],"
Sugden said.
Last January, the lacrosse
team ran 106 miles from Colby
to Bowdoin and back to raise
money for the Alpha 1/25 Marine Regimen from Maine, that
finished up its tour of duty in
Iraq last spring. Thompson said
the team knew they wanted to
rep licate how p hysically demanding last year 's run was for
the library fundraiser.
At first , the team considered
simp ly repeating the run to
Bowdoin , but decided instead to
get creative again this year,
Thompson said , because "the
novelty of last year was one of
the attractions."
The team wanted its ride to be
more challenging, too. The play-

ers did not take the most direct
route between the three schools.
"We didn 't want to just do
130 miles after running 105 last
year. We extended [the ride]
through the mountains to make
it more physically demanding
and mentally challenging,"
Thompson said.
"This year was a lot more difficult because there were so
many more parts to what we were
doing. There 's a lot more to take
into account and organize,"
Weiss said.
The coaching staff took care of
organizing most of the event and
transporting riders to and from exchange points.
For Greg McKillop '13, the
bike ride was his first major event
with the lacrosse team. "The
whole experience was very exciting. Everyone had to do [his] part
to make it work, and there were a
lot of parts. It was awesome to see
the way the whole team stepped
up to the challenge for such a
great cause."
The lacrosse team's other annual community service initiative,
the Bench Press for Pulmonary Fibrosis, will take place in January.
Thompson expects his team's
civic engagement will only grow.
"It 's becoming contagious," he
said, "and we're excited to continue to lead by example and give
back to the community."

JanPlan's future

SGA addresses
AAC s' concerns
over Winter Term
By MICHAEL BROPHY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The issue of JanPlan reform
came to the floor of the Student
Government Association (SGA)
on Sunday, November 1, as Vice
President of SGA and Academic
Affairs Committee (AAC) member Katie Unsworth reported on
the progress of AAC's initiative to
improve January on the Hill.
The AAC based most of its discussion on senior exit interviews
last spring. The Class of 2009*s
major criticism of JanPlan,
Unsworth said, was that it is not
regarded by either students or faculty as a particularly intellectually
stimulating month, but rather as a

chance for students to take advantage of less schoolwork to goof
off, party and ski.
Last February, the nature and
future of JanPlan was discussed at
an all faculty meeting. President
Adams said that he was "deeply
nervous" about three perceived
problems with the current JanPlan
system. The first concern is that a
large number of courses are taught
by visiting professors rather than
full-time College employees. The
second concern is that the culture
of JanPlan does not promote a serious academic environment, and
the third is that curricular and faculty commitment varies tremendously across different college
departments.
Both the faculty at the meeting
last semester and representativesat
the SGA meeting on Sunday
agreed overall that, despite its
flaws, JanPlan is an important and
See SGA, Page 3

"Engaging Difference:
meet the Pugh Center

WORLD VISION SONG CONTEST

multiple mediums."
Qi Sun '13, an international
student from China, has been im"Engaging Difference," a re- pressedwith the campus academic
cent first-year seminar, tackled culture in her first few months in
one of the College's long standing the U.S. "Everyone at Colby
issues: a lack of diversity and works very hard.. .even during the
campus-wide cultural integration. first week, the libraries were full.
Thursday's seminar was an at- I am very excited to be here."
tempt to engage all students in
However, for some the seminar
multiculturalism on the Hill.
was interesting but did not seem
The agenda ranged from a to accomplish its goal.
capella performances by EVE
Ben Perrin *I3 said, "I learned
(Ethnic Vocal Ensemble) and the a lot, but even though they say
Colbyettes, to a short poetry slam that if you are not ethnic or interand rap performance, to an intro- national you are still welcome, it
duction made by the members of doesn't really seem like it affects
Pugh Center clubs.
me as a white person as much. It
The Pugh Center is both the just doesn't seem like a productive
physical space for cultural clubs use of my time."
on campus and a conglomerate
Dean of Students Joe Atkins,
body whose mission is to "pro- who organized the event, said, "I
mote multicultural communica- didn 't censor what anyone said
tion and understanding."
and was pleased that everyone
The seminar also featured a who participated was free to do
large segment on international- their thing. Some comments comism on the Hill and the trials and plained that there was too much
tribulations of being an interna- of a religious tone to things, but
tional student here.
that was due to random chance in
Students who attended had that three consecutive students
positive reactions to the semi- spoke about their faith-based
nar. Siya Hegde '13 said, "I clubs at Colby...Overall, I think
thought that the seminar was re- it went very well and showed
ally effective in that it exhibited what it was intended to - that
several areas of talent on cam- Colby is a diverse community and
pus and demonstrated how di- students will benefit from explorversity could come out through ing it."
By ALEX MURKY
NEWS STAFF
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Language assistants and students performed songs on October 27. Above, German 127 students sing "Deutschland, " by Prinzen.

Sicko,Denis discusshealth care
By RACHEL GOFF

ASSISTANT FEATURES EDITOR

There are 50 million Americans
without health insurance.
This year, 18,000 Americans
will die simply because they are
uninsured.
A baby has a better chance of
surviving in El Salvador than in
Detroit.
These are just some of the facts
presentedin Sicko, a 2007 Michael
Moore documentary comparing
the U.S. health care system to
those in other countries.
The Colby Democrats held a
screening of the documentary on
Wednesday, October 28 to raise
awareness about the controversial
health care debate currently consuming the country.
The universal health care proposal supported by the Obama administration has received a
tremendous amount of media coverage in the past several months,
but the unique standing of Maine's
politicians has made the issue a
particularly interesting one for
Maine residents.
"Especially in Maine, with

[Senators] Olympia Snowe and
Susan Collins, we can impact this
issue," Amanda Burgess '09, president of the Colby Democrats, said
of Snowe's recent decision to support Obama 's plan. Collins followed suit, expressing that she will
also support a health care bill,
making the Maine senators the
only two Republicans in Congress
to support the bill.
The issue is also extremely
pertinent to students at the College, the club said, because it
could profoundly affect their future. "We're all going to be graduating soon and will no longer be
covered under our parents' insurance," Kat Cosgrove '09, Vice
President of the Colby Democrats
and of the Maine College Democrats, said.
Sicko seeks to demonstrate why
a policy change is necessary, as
Michael Moore uses wit and sarcasm to tell the story of the many
Americans who have been
slighted by the corrupt nature of
the health care industry. The documentary features an interview with
Adrien, whose insurance company
would not pay to treat her cervical
cancer because they told her "you

shouldn't be getting cervical cancer, you're too young," as well as
Maria, whose company refused to
pay for an MRI that would have
detected a tumor in her brain.
"I read about government policy,
but it justgoes way over my head if
I don't hear peoples * stories, Hannah DeAngelis '12, a member of
the Colby Democrats, said.
To support his condemnationof
the faulty American privatized
health care system, Moore explored what health care systems in
other parts of the world are doing
right, in hopes that Americans
could learn from them.
"You know, when we see a
good idea from another country,
we grab it," Moore said in his
narration. "If they build a better
car, we drive it. If they make a
better wine, we drink it. So if
they've come up with a better
way to treat the sick, to teach
their kids, to take care of their babies, to simply be good to each
other, then what 's our problem?
Why can't we do that? They live
in a world of 'we,' not 'me.' We'll
never fix anything until we get
that one basic thing right."
Moore argues that universal

tor, said the decision has put the new
SETC program in a tough position.
"The volunteer suspension has
brought [the tutoring program] to a
complete halt and puts it in a position to fail before even beginning."
To date, about 100 students
have gone to the health center with
influenza-like
illness (ILI).
Berkner said that the rate of illness
had been steady all year with only
a "handful of cases per week,"
until a recent spike.
An H1N1 vaccine clinic was
schedule for early this month, but
a vaccine shortage has forced the
College to scrap the program.
Peer institutions Bowdoin College and Bates College have also
taken similar action to protect

their students from H1N1. According to Sarah Seames, assistant director for community
service programs at Bowdoin's
Joseph McKeen Center for the
Common Good, the presence of
H1N1 on campus in early September led to the postponement of
their youth programs until the beginning of October.
At Bates, it was the local school
district that asked for programs to
be halted after reports of widespread infection on the college's
campus. Things are back to normal
now, Marty Deschaines, assistant
director of Bates's Harward Center, said. "Everyone's back to their
volunteer/community-based learning program."

Flu in local schools halts CCAK
From CCAK, Page 1

mail, "If the objective of the volunteer suspension is to keep us isolated
on campus, then why does it only
address volunteering and not other
activities like going shopping in
town, going out to eat, hanging out
with folks from Waterville, etc?"
On the other hand, many volunteers agree with and understand
the decision. "I think it's a good
idea because with the recent outbreak of H1N1 in the Waterville
schools, it doesn't make sense to
put another population at risk,"
KK Erickson '12 said.
Nancy Souza, South End Teen
Center (SETC) program coordina-
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health care seems to have worked
well in the other countries like including Canada, the United Kingdom and France.
A French woman told Moore in
the documentary just how much it
would cost her for her young
daughter to spend days in the hospital for monitoring after she was
diagnosed with a potentially dangerous condition. "Nothing," she
said. "I live in France."
The film was followed by an informal discussion with the Language Assistant in French
Anne-Sophie Saudrais.
Saudrais, who has lived in
France all of her life, thought
Moore's portrayal of the French
health care system may have been
too favorable. "It was a little like
everything is perfect," she said.
"We still have problems, like government debt."
Overall, though, "how he
showed the way we are treated
was accurate," she said.
Saudrais said that the American
health care system "seems very
complicated to me, and very
strange... When you're sick,
you're sick, and you shouldn't be
worried about having to pay."

Sulaiman Nasseri '12 speaks at the "EngagingDifference "seminar on TUesday, October 27 in the Pugh Center. The goal of the
event was to show f irstyearstudents the great diversity in the multi
cultural clubs that the College offers.

5GL4 rep s discuss JanPlan's merit
From SGA, Page 2

irreplaceable part of the College
experience.
Representatives discussed the
disparity between the difficulty
of certain JanPlan ventures and
the mark they make on a transcript. That is to say, why would
a student undertake a difficult internship or independent study
when you can take an easy class,
get an A and still get far more
than your money's worth out of
your Sugarloaf season pass?
"There simply is not enough incentive for students to broaden
their horizons," Ross CTConnor
'11 , representative from Averill,
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said. "For example, there is no academic credit for internships.
Also, why is furniture making not
graded but African drumming is?"
When it originated in the 1960s,
JanPlan was designed to be a period for students and faculty to engage in rich, intensive independent
study. Classes were not even offered until the 1970s, and they
were graded on a "Pass," "Fail" or
"Honors" scale.
Marilyn R. Pukkila, the library's head of instructional services, has taught a JanPlan class
every year that she's been on the
Hill. "By and large, these are the
same issues that people have been
discussing for all 25 years that I've
been here," she said.
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Unsworth said that the AAC
is considering taking one or
more of several steps to regain
the academic merit of JanPlan.
These possible steps include, but
are not limited to, requiring students to participate in four JanPlans as opposed to the current
three, requiring one or more internships and requiring seniors
to participate in independent
studies.
John Clauson, SGA Webmaster,
defended the current JanPlan culture. "Expecting kids to come
back three days after new years is
asking a lot...[JanPlan] is a nice
way to have fun on campus and
ease our way back into the academic year."
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EDITORIAL

On lowering the
drinking age

week.President Bro Adams told the Echo, "I declined [to support the
This
Amethyst Initiative] because I am not persuaded that lowering the drinking
age will have a significant effect on dangerous drinking at colleges and universities. I am also worried about other public policy implications of lowering the
drinking age."
While we appreciate President Adam's consideration of the initiative, we at the
Echo do believe that allowing 18-year olds to drink legally may have significant
health and social benefits for students on the Hill. We therefore urge the administration reconsider their stance on the drinking age and support the Amethyst Initiative.
An 18-year old drinking age would encourage a more cohesive campus environment. Binge drinking at Colby occurs behind closed doors, and permitting all legal
adults on campus to openly enjoy alcohol would draw drinking out into the open.
Events sponsored for the senior class, as most seniors are of legal age to drink,
support drinking in a casual and social environment rather than in a secretive environment.
Take concerts or school dances like last month's Fall Formal. Students who are of
age enjoy drinks at the dance responsibly. Many underage students, on the other
hand, binge drink before the events because they feel like they have to cram a
whole night's worth of drinking in before they arrive in Pulver at 11 or 12.
Alcohol should just be one element of an event, not the main focus of social activity as it has often become at College parties. If students know they can drink casually at school-sponsored events they may not caught up in unhealthy and what
should be socially insignificant concerns like "have I had enough to drink yet?"
If every student could drink legally, then there would be little reason not to register a party and Security would be much more in the loop about what students are
doing on a night-to-night basis.
We have seen how united a class can become through social activities like the
Halloween parties in the apartment, pub nights and bar nights downtown. Imagine
how much more open and united of a campus we could become if students under
21 did not have to drink behind closed doors.
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Voter registration reform needed
EMILY
MARZULLI

In mid-July, I submitted, by mail, my
voter registration form to the New York
State Board of Elections (BOE) with
every intention of voting via absentee ballot in the November 3, 2009 general election. According to the 1993 National
Voter Registration Act, I should have received a notice of disposition from the
Board of Elections confirming or denying
my request to both register and receive an
absentee ballot; this never arrived.
Fourteen days ago, during Colby's
"Vote Louder," my attention was drawn
to the fact that I had yet to receive my absentee ballot. At the first available moment, I decided to conduct some research
on the "status" of my registration and said
ballot. First, I logged onto the NY BOE
webpage and found a convenient link
called "voter registration search." By typing in key voter information including
name, birth date, zip code and county, I
was able to conduct a search to verify my
registration. Although I successfully determined that I was registered, I had no
way of knowing if I would receive my requested ballot or not. At this point, I returned to the BOE homepage, found a
contact phone number, and dialed. After
listening to an automated machine for
about 15 minutes and punching in too
many numbers, I finally spoke to a representative who told me my absentee ballot
had been mailed the day before.
As a safeguard against my absentee ballot
not arriving, I contacted the Maine BOE to
checkon the status of my registration. After discovenng that I could not venfythis information
online (every state is different.'), I called the Waterville countyregistrationhotline According
to federal law, whenI registeredto vote in New
York, I should no longerhave beenable to remain registered in Maine. Nonetheless, I am
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registered in Maineand, although I havea backup plan to vote, many voter-eligibleAmericans do not have this security and,
therefore, don't get to vote.
My issue, the fact that I wanted to vote
in New York and took all the necessary
measures to register for an absentee ballot
(months in advance), exemplifies the
mess that is the American voter registration system of today. My warranted lack
of voter confidence in the U.S. registration system replicates
the feelings of many
and reveals how the
very institution—voting—that is supposed
to make our country a
democracy, undermines
this principle.
What happened to my
absentee ballot? Who
knows? If I am lucky, it
will turn up in my Colby
mailbox theday beforethe
election.Then theissuebecomes, even if I fill the
form out and send it back
immediately will it be
postmarked and received
in time tocount?
The next question is,
if NY is troubled to
send an absentee ballot
to an eligible voter in
ME early enough that
the ballot can be returned and counted,
what about those who live overseas or
serve in the military?
Last Wednesday, President Obama
signed the Defense Authorization Bill that
includes the Military and Overseas Voter
Empowerment Act, which, beginning in
2010, requires states to mail overseas absentee ballots no later than 45 days before
the election. A great idea in theory, however, at least 10 states hold their primaries
in September, which would make it impossible to mail ballots 45 days before the
general election.
Now, think back to the 2008 presidential election. Remember the whole
ACORN dispute? The accusations of

voter fraud resulting from third party registrants? The Republican side of the voter
registration debate argues that third party
registrant groups are permeated by fraudulent registrations, duplicates, incomplete
forms and, then, only some new voters.
Other issues that exist within the
voter registration system include: human
error—whether by election officials miscopying information into database systems or eligible voters making a mistake
ot registration torms, me
disc on form it i es between
states—every state has its
own rules and regulations
for registration and this can
be confusing, the lack of
regulation by DMV workers
(where the majority of
!
Americans choose to register) or other public agencies
that offer registration opportunities, the lack of a
verification system—who
knows if they are registered
to vote until they show up at
the polls on election day,
and, of course, the degree of
difficulty to complete mailin voter registration forms.
While it is obvious
that there is a muddle of
confusion and uncertainty
about the U.S. voter registration system, one thing is
clear: the necessity for reform. The concern of many, including myself, is that we
are living in the 19th century, paying unnecessary expenses and using outdated
methods of registration. In the age of
technology, it is time that we minimize
the costs of designing and printing registration forms, of training staff and hiring
additional temporary workers to process
forms, of mailing materials and of maintaining voter rolls manually.
In order to restore voter confidence,
yours and mine alike, it is critical that the
modernization process begin. After all,
the very foundation of democracy is
threatened by a shaky, unreliable voter
registration system.

While it is
obvious that
there is a
muddle of
confusion and
uncertainty
about the U.S.
voter registration system,
one thing is
clear: the
necessity for
reform.
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The Opinion section in the past couple
issues of the Echo have been extremely
problematic. First off, many students
(even females) seem to give off the impression that women's favorite pastime are
men: that women love sitting at their windows to fantasize about their prince
charming, and that, as one article seemed
to express, women's favorite landscapes
are not those of Maine or of the Rockies,
but those of male bodies.
Let me get one thing straight. When
I go back to my room after class, when I
sit on the subway in New York, or heck,
when I'm taking a shower every morning,
I can assure you that the first thing I
think/dream/fantasize of is not men. I too
have mid-terms to worry about, 1 too enjoy
doing extra-curricular activities and 1 too
like to use my asset—no, not my sexual
prowess, but my brain.
Furthermore, this talk of the perfect
man, of "bad boys always win" and "good
boys always lose" is ridiculous. Perhaps
we should question why it is that women
are, supposedly, more attracted to "bad
boys" (maybe because they seem to emit
power) and "good boys" (maybe because
they possess more of what society deems
feminine traits.) Or why men, supposedly,
prefer women with long hair and calm personalities (maybe because the opposite
would be considered more masculine.)
Why, then, are we writing articles that per-

petuate these gender norms and values?
Should we not rather challenge them?
Let me get another thing straight. I have
a thing for what people have coined "good
boys." I enjoy when these said boys acknowledge my presence, wave hello, carry
on a conversation with me, do not spit in
my face, do not put me down, look me in
the eyes (as opposed to my breasts), don 't
refer to me as
"babe" but by my
name and, simply
put, treat me like a
person. I pass on
the machismo and
misogyny, thank
you very much.
I have found
the articles, and
not just those in
the Opinion section but also some
of the Feature articles, extremely offensive
as
a
woman. A couple
weeks ago, a
writer for the
Echo wrote an article on a new club here on campus. Because two of my friends and I had a few
questions and concerns about this club, we
attended their public meeting and posed
these very questions and addressed these
very concerns . However, the article does
not mention our names or even refer to us
as female Colby students. Rather, the article states that we were "representatives
from the Colby Women's Group and the
Colby Bridge."
There 's another thing that needs to be
clarified: when I went to that meeting, I was
not representing any club: not the Woman's

Group (even though my friend who was
with me is the president) and not the Colby
Bridge (I'm not even a member of the
club), I was representing myself as a
woman. But what this shows you is that
when a woman expresses an opinion, she
needs to be a "representative"of something
to be taken seriously. I know it was not the
author's intention to misrepresent me and
my friends, nor did he do it out of
conscious will, but little details
like this are overlooked. Why
were we not quoted? Why did the
author not ask us for comments, or
even our names? I'm not asking to
be put in the spotlight, I didn't
even know about this article until
1 read it, but when my words are
attached to not me as a woman,
but rather to this "representative
of the Women's Group and the
Colby Bridge," I get mad.
So here I am. Asking you to
cut the bullshit. We, or at least I,
don 't want to read about what
supposedly women want to see in
men. I don 't want to read that
women need to be more understanding and attracted to those
"good boys" (because why is the blame on
us?). The last editorials have been literally
brutal to read, especially since many of
these come from women themselves.And
yes, not a woman, but women, plural. Because when women write against women,
even unwillingly, it's possibly the worst
step backward. And I hope, too, that men,
like the author of the article I mentioned,
become more conscious in their depiction
of women and their identities. Because, at
least from my standpoint, my identity (not
as a woman, not as a club leader, but as
myself) is the most important thing I have.

I don't want to
read that
women need to
be more
understanding
and attracted
to those "good
boys" because
why is the
blame on us?

Who is the face of AIDS?
SHARONDA
BRADLEY

IV

_

On a beautiful February day, I walked
into Diamond to do some work for a
class. Before walking up the stairs, I saw
a beautiful mosaic of black faces staring
at me. At first, I felt joyous because I
thought Colby had filially wanted to
honor all of the unspoken contributions
that Black Americans have made to this
country. After rushing to the mural and
beaming at all of the beautiful faces, I
noticed a poster nearby that actually explained its purpose. As I slowly walked
forward, a great deal of anxiety filled my
body and drained away all of my joy.
The title of the project was "The Face of
AIDS." The purpose of the Face-to-Face

AIDS project is
to spread AIDS
awareness
in
Malawi
and
Cambodia. In a
matter of minutes, I asked myself if AIDS
really has a face
that
looks
Black? I admired the purpose of this
project, but I had
a hard time accepting
the
image that stared
directly back at me.
As college students, we are all told to
question statistics because they usually
explain one side of the story; however, in
terms of HIV/AIDS cases, the statistics
tell a mind-blowing narrative. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) reported that in 2007, the estimated number of
AIDS cases was
17,507
for
Blacks/AfricanAmericans, 10,407
for Whites and 6,921
for Hispanics/Latinos
in the United States.
The rate of new reporting HIV/AIDS
was
59.2
for
B lack/African-American, 6.1 for Whites
and 20.4 for Hispanic/Latino populations.
I want to highlight
a particular problem
these statistics point
out. In 2008, the Census Bureau projected
that out of the total
number of people liv-

The Pugh Center,
open to all students
SONIA
MAHABIR

CDCGOV

ing in the United States, 103 million were
white, 20 million were black and 23 million were Hispanic. Without running multiple T-tests, it is clear that the numberof
people reporting and living with AIDS are
disproportionally
higher
in
Blacks/African-Americans compared to
Whites, Hispanics/Latinos and other
races.
At this moment, it is natural for one to
ask why? The answer is probably incredibly complicated, but the notion that
AIDS has a face that looks Black is a big
deal. Even in the international discussion
on this disease, everyone quickly reminds
us (via television, magazines, newspapers
and organizations) that HIV/AIDS runs
rampant on the continent of Africa. In
fact, it seems as if Africa is the first place
people think of when they hear AIDS.
Why?
Again, I applaud all efforts to eradicate
the disease, but in doing so, the negative
connotations associated with HIV/AIDS
are coupled to a particular skin-color. Ultimately, I quickly internalized the "Face
of AIDS'* image when I first encountered
it and I wondered how many other nonBlack students and faculty at Colby saw
the mosaic and immediately felt that
AIDS is not their disease.

At Colby College, there exists a space
that serves as a safe haven for many students—it is a place where I have found
friends , comfort and an escape. It is the
first place I go when I'm having a bad day
and need a friendly face that is willing to
give a warm hug and an open ear. It is
where I have learned about who I am,
what I stand for and who I want to be. It
is a community open to the College but,
unfortunately, not many know about it
and thus do not take advantage of it; it is
the Pugh Center, located in Cotter Union.
You have definitely passed by it a couple of times but you probably have never
gone in. If you have been into the Pugh
Center, it may have been to leave your
jacket behind before going to a dance or a
concert on a weekend night or to steal a
brownie left over from a prior function.
You probably haven 't taken the opportunity to venture upstairs into the clubrooms
to discover a world of diversity.
The Pugh Center houses over 10 clubs,
each representing a different idea, issue
or vision. Each room is unique and wonderful and embodies everything I love
about Colby—knowledge, openness and
opinions. Every club has a history to be
proud of and welcomes you to embrace
its mission and everything that it stands
for. There are also newer clubs that need
your help to create their own history. For
too long, only a few students have explored these rooms and the actual Pugh
Center. But it is a space created for every-

one willing to build community.
We want you to know that we are
here and we're opening our doors to you.
We want you to come and continue to
build community with us. We want you to
leam what we stand for and figure out
what role you have in it. This is the time.
We are all a part of this Colby community
and we all shape one another in one way
or the other; it is what we are here to do.
As college students, it is our responsibility to try new things, take risks, step out
of our comfort zone and discover our passions. It is our responsibility to let life surprise us on a daily basis.
As Chair of the PCB, I want to tell you
that regardless of your class, age, gender,
religion, race or sex, you are welcome in
our community. On Tuesday, November
11 between the hours of 8 p.m. and 10
p.m. we are celebrating our space with the
first Pugh Center Palooza! Seventeen
clubs and organizations will be represented: our Pugh Clubs—The Bridge,
Students Organized for Black and Hispanic Unity (SOBHU), Colby Hillel,
Colby Muslim Group, Asian Cultural Society (ACS), Asian Student Association
(ASA), Amnesty International, International Club, Gentlemen of Quality, Newman Council, Colby Christian Fellowship
(CCF), Women's Group and Four Winds;
our affiliate—The Iraqi Refugee Awareness Movement (IRAM); our fellow student leadership organizations—Student
Programming Board and the Student
Government Association; and it will be
brought to you by PCB.
There will also be performances by
many of Colby 's talented. I will be there
welcoming you into the community that
has helped make Colby my home for the
past two years and two months, so please
come by and join me.

I'M NEVER GOING TO GRADUATE

Ventures away
from the bubble
SUZANNE
MERKELSON

iv
I object, Echo editors [although it is
witty].
Because I did graduate. And I'm happy about
it. Not because graduation was ever something
that wasn't a given for
me. Not because 1couldn 't wait to leave Colby's
cramped social scene.
But because I was ready
to move on and am thoroughl y content that my
college experience is
over. By last spring, I felt
like I had outgrown
Colby. I needed different
challenges and different
creative and intellectual
of
outlets.
(Colby,
course, had different
ideas about me hitting
autopilot. Between April
12 and American Dreams, it was probably
my most challenging semester.)
Ultimately, what 1needed was a dose of
the real world. Yes, Colby served that up
sometimes. But I was always a step removed from it. No matter how many hours
I spent cooking breakfast at the homeless
shelter or times I went abroad to developing countries, my forays into real life were
just that— forays.
I don 't want to sound like some condescending superior jerk face; I am aware
that I only cut the proverbial Colby cord
five months ago. Clearly, Colby still
means a tremendous amount to me; why
else would I be writing this column? And
I 'm not making the trite argument that I' ve
been extraordinarily sheltered for the past
22 years and suddenly I' ve become aware
of the big, scary world out there beyond
Mayflower Hill (although things like
health insurance and rent checks and hav-

ing to feed myself everyday have been
slightly rude awakenings).
The biggest thing has been the loss of
"supposed to." First cousin once removed
of "should." I'm supposed to have a rocking social life right now. I'm supposed to
have a kick-ass entry level position on the
career stairway to heaven. I'm supposed
to travel the world and have brilliant adventures.
All of these have recently fluttered
through my head like obnoxious moths to the keeping-up-with-the-Joneses
flame. But there is no more
"supposed to." Not the
way 1 felt it at Colby. In
college , in high school,
heck, probably even junior
high, "supposed to"dominated my life. I was sup*
posed to be doing so much
that sometimes I felt more
like a human doing rather
than a human being.
Now, I'm realizing that
there is no "supposed
to"— maybe there never
actually was before. But
it 's nice to be able to do
what feels right. I can put
a lot of effort in at my internship or I can slide by on the bare minimum. I can go out on a Saturday night or
I can chill in my apartment. 1 can spend my
day off at a museum or 1 can sit on my butt
reading the newspaper. I can live where I
want, doing what I want to do
It 's been revolutionary.
Sure, there 's still "need." I need to pay
the rent and eat and sleep and go to work.
I also need to introduce myself. Hi, I'm
Suzanne. I'll be one of your post-grad
columnists. I started working for the Echo
at the beginning of my freshman year and
was the editor last year. I'm currently
doing an internship with the NPR show
"On Point with Tom Ashbrook." I like
traveling, running, yoga, scuba diving and
baby pandas. I dislike the mice that currently live in my apartment in Boston with
my roommates and mc.
I should go. I'm only supposed to take
up about 500 words of this page.

Ultimately,
what I needed
was a dose of
the real world.
Yes, Colby
served that up
sometimes.
But I was
always a step
removed from
it.
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www.hathawaycreativecenter.com

Loft-Style Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartment Homes Up To 1,532 Sq. Ft. !
• Over 25 Unique Floor Plans Available
• Fabulous City & Kennebec River Views
• Rustic. ExposedBrickwork
• 14 Ft/Vaulted Ceilings w/Exposed Beams
• Gleaming Hardwood Floors
• Spacious, Fully-Equipped Kitchens
• Exquisite Granite Coun tertops
• All Stainless Steel Appliances
• Real 1 Lardwood Maple Cabinetry
• Spacemaker* Microwaves
• Glass Top Ranges
• Oversized Bath rooms & Closets

• Washers & Dryers In Select Lofts
• On-Site Parking
« Controlled Access Building
• State-OfThe-Art FitnessCenter
• Community Room & BusinessCenter
• On-Site Conference Facility
• Internet Access Available
• On-SHe Laundry Facilities
.Easy Kennebec River Access
• Walk To Shops, Galleries & Dining
• RiverfrontTrail To Fairfield
• Additional StorageAvailable

Call Or Visit Today!888-579-5658
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Exploringoptionsfor offcampus study
Seniors share their experiences to help underclassmen decide

COURTESY OF BECKY MULLER

BeckyMuller '10 travelledabroad to Stellenbosch. SouthAfrica
, whereshelivedin a dorm waitlocal students.

By COURTNEY YEAGER
FEATURES EDITOR

As sophomores finish up their
preliminary study abroad applications, many students remain undecided
on
their
intended
destinations and the types of experiences they hope to haveStudents are considering
where and when they will go,
what language they want to
speak while abroad , how much
their trips will cost and which
programs will offer the best
experience. During this stressful
application process, it is important to remember that these huge
decisions do not have to be made
right now. Nothing submitted to
the Office of Off-Campus Study
(OCS) on November 15 as part
of the preliminary application is
set in stone.
Director of Off-Campus Study
Nancy Downey says students
should "begin meeting with their
advisors and at least know which
semester they prefer to go
abroad , as they are required to
specify and academically justify
their
semester choice
by
November 15."
Approximately 67 percent of
students travel abroad at some
point during their tenure on the
Hill. For most, it proves to be a
life-changing experience.
A vital resource available to
help sophomores narrow their list
of potential locations and programs is the Student Evaluations
of Programs, available on the
OCS website. Students can
browse through numerous evaluations, and filter results based on
various preferences. Through this
portal , ambivalent sophomores
can access first-hand accounts of
students ' study abroad experiences, and match the goals of
their semester abroad with the
experiences of someone who has
already been through the process.
Becky Muller *10 went to
Stellenbosch, in South Africa, for
her semester abroad , and credits
it as the "most rewarding and
incredible aspect " of her college
career. "My biggest p iece of
advice for students going abroad
is to fully understand your own
needs before picking your program or location . Study abroad is
not for everyone," Muller
exp lains. Muller believes that
she was the first Colby student to
choose her particular program,
Council
on
International
Educational Exchange (CIEE),
but did not find petitioning OCS
for her program to be difficult.
"It was extremely easy and, for
ihc most part. OCS tries to
accommodate most people into
their programs of choice ,"
Muller says.
Some students have a less traditional learning experience
while abroad. Megan Browning

'10 went to Tanzania, located in learned living in a post-commucentral east Africa, last spring nist state," Randall says. "M y
with three other students from program specificall y really put
the College . They were with the us into Czech culture, from takSchool for International Training ing intensive Czech lessons to
(SIT) program, which consisted spending a week with artists in
of 18 students from various uni- Southern Bohemia, to meeting
versities in America. "SIT's famous dissidents from the
whole philosophy is experiential Velvet Revolution."
The type of housing available in
learning. Rather than sitting in a
classroom listening to a teacher, each individual program helps
we were going out and actually some students make their final
doing it," Browning says. Her decisions. Muller says, "I was not
semester began with three weeks a fan of homestays, and preferred
living in a homestay, where she to live alone with students my
learned Swahili during the day age....Living in a dorm in South
Africa , I was
and applied her
one of only
language skills
seven
other
in the evenings
Americans and I
in order
to
was able to realcommunicate
ly
become
with her host
ingrained within
family.
the university
B r o w n i ng
life and prochose a programs at the
gram that coms c h o o l . "
plemented her
environmental
BrcKvning's SIT
program had a
studies major
less
distinct
well — the
theme of this
housing situation. "It was a
particular SIT
traveling proprogram
was
gram. We had
wildlife conservation and ecolRebecca Muller different living
arrangements
ogy. "At the end
Class of 2010
throughout the
of the program
semester. There
you do an indewas
a lot of
pendent study.
You could go anywhere you want- camping....We went on safaris [and
ed in Tanzania," Browning to] international parks," Browning
recalls, and she appreciated end- says. At one point, the group even
ing her semester abroad on her resided in traditional huts in the
Maasai village, which allowed stuterms.
Eh.se Randall MO studied with dents to continue improving their
the SIT: Arts , Community and Swahili language skills.
Hands-on experience was a
Transition program in Prague,
the capital of the Czech vital component of Browning's
Republic , during the fall of her program. Students can easily
junior year. The experience edu- integrate other types of interaccated her both academically and tive experiences, such as internculturally. "Central Europe is ships, into their semester abroad.
often overlooked , as it 's not as "There is a misconception on
trendy as Africa or the Middle campus that students can 't get
East, but there is so much to be credit for this. In fact, if the

My biggest
piece of advice
for students
going abroad is
to fully understand your own
needs before
picking your
program or
location.

internship requires academic
work in tandem with work placement, is non-paid and bears four
credits as part of a 16- credit academic program, then students
can earn credit," Downey
explains. OCS requires students
considering internship programs
to meet with an OCS advisor
because there are "strict guidelines about what types of internship programs are acceptable for
credit," Downey says. "Doing
an internship abroad is not only a
boon for one's resume, but also
gives students the opportunity to
see what it would be like to live
and work abroad."
Many seniors can also attest to
the fact that there is more to study
abroad than just studying. Muller
was able to go "travel camping in
Namibia, on a safari at Kruger
National Park in South Africa, [on]
a road trip up the coast of South
Africa on the Garden Route and
down the coast to the Southernmost tip of the African continent at
Cape Agulhas." In most programs,
it is fairly easy to explore individual host countries and even beyond
their borders.
The College's three-semester
minimum forei gn language
requirement encourages students to consider studying in a
country where English is not the
primary language. But the possibility of taking courses in a foreign country and in a foreign
language may deter students
from choosing this option.
Downey hopes that these fears
will be assuaged. "Many students worry too much about
their language skills when they
travel to non-English speaking
sites. We counsel them that most
cultures are very gracious about
this and that it's OK to make
mistakes....You have to get out
there and speak the language,
and it 's important to make mistakes in one's effort to gain fluency," Downey says.
Cost plays a large role in determining some students 1 study
abroad plans, but financial situations should not discourage anyone from applying to certain
programs. Financial aid is transfen-able to all programs that have
been approved by OCS, and
scholarships are sometimes available to offset further costs.
Although some programs may
cost more than a semester at
Colby, there exist others that cost
considerably less than the
College's tuition.
The opportunity to study
abroad is one truly unique to college-aged students in this generation. According to Browning,
students should "definitely go
abroad" if they can. "I can 't
imagine having gone through
Colby without it. It just added so
much to my world perspective
and gave me so much more to
think about."

I FACULTY PROFILE: JENNIFER YODER

Politicsof post-warGermany
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Government and International Studies Professor Jennifer Yoder
specializes in German politics and recently returned f r o m Berlin.
By LINDSAY PUTNAM
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

If you ever have a question
regarding German politics and
the effects of the reunification of
Germany after the destruction of
the Berlin Wall, Robert E.
Diamond Associate Professor of
Government and International
Studies Professor Jennifer Yoder
is the person to talk to. Yoder
specializes in German politics
and the reunification of the country, Germany's transition from
Communism and regional politics and societies in general
throughout Europe.
"At a theoretical level , much
of my work considers the relationship between culture and
political systems and investigates the role of elites ' preferences and perceptions in
shaping political institutions
and policies," Yoder says. "I
explore these questions through
comparisons of post-communist
transformations and developments at the sub-national level
of politics in the case of
Germany and, in my more
recent work , in four East
Central European countries."
Among Yoder's most recent
accomp lishments is her participation
in
the
Fulbri ght
Commission German Studies
program "Germany 's Future :
New Parties—New Solutions?"
The program took place in
Berlin, Erfurt Frankfurt/Main,
and Wiesbaden, Germany, and
coincided with the results of the
2009 European Parliament
Elections.
"I met with numerous officials from the various political
parties', journalists, pollsters and
academics to discuss the
changes in the German party
system and the increasing influence of small parties, like the
Greens, Liberals and Left
Party." The information she
learned there proved to be
extremely valuable and had
enough of an effect on Yoder to
encourage her to write a paper
titled "Unification and the
Evolution of the German
Political Party System."
Another focal point of
Yoder 's research for the past
decade has been the integration
of eastern Germans into the
political scene of the newly unified Germany. "I am curious
about the relative dearth of
easterners in Germany 's national political leadership and , in
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COURTESYOF MEGAN BROWNING

Along with three other Colby students, MeganBrowning '10 spent her spring semester abroad in Tanzania
with the SIT program. The group benefitted f r o m the programs hands-on approach to learning.
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that context , the exceptional
rise of easterner Angela Merkel
to the chancellorship," Yoder
says. Merkel , the current
Chancellor of Germany, has
held
the
position
since
November 2005. She is the first
leader of reunited Germany to
grow up under communist rule,
and has even been named by
Forbes magazine for the past
four years as the world's most
powerful woman.
"I have been invited to work
with a group of American
scholars [on the] investigation
[of] the Merkel chancellorship.
With the support of a Colby
College
Interdisciplinary
Studies Division Grant , I traveled to Berlin in late September,
coinciding with the German
parliamentary election, to conduct further research on this
project," Yoder says. "I will
give a talk on Merkel on
Sunday, November 15 titled ,
'Nobody 's Madchen: Angela
Merkel's Unusual Path to the
Chancellorship
and
the
Consequences for German
Polities '."
Yoder has also devoted much
of her time to researching the
lasting effects of the communist
regimes of Germany and
Europe. In her book , From East
Germans to Germans?: The
New Postcommunist Elites ,
Yoder examines the experience
of East Germans as they
attempt to reintegrate into the
German state.
"My research questions are
motivated by my curiosity
about how experiences under
communist regimes and then
the period of tremendous political , economic and social
upheaval after 1989 affect political elites ' visions for democracy
and
preferences
for
distributing state authority."
Yoder, along with several
other professors at the College,
participated in "Twenty Years
After the Berlin Wall: An
Interdisciplinary Roundtable ,"
on November 3. Professors discussed the fall of the Berlin Wall
and its economic, philosophical ,
governmental, historical and cultural implications.
A faculty member at the
College since 1996 , Yoder
received her B.A. in political
science from the University of
Akron in 1988 and her Ph. D.
in government and politics
from
the
University
of
Mary land in 1996.
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NOVEMBER BACHELOR AND BACHELORETTE: CHAS WOODWARD '10 & KAT COSGROVE '10

Chas Woodward'10
Describe your ideal woman.
I like girls who let me think I' m
the man, but kind of run my
show behind the scenes. On a
side note, I also like girls w h o
are tall , skinny and hot.
How do youfeel about dancefloor make-outs?
I live for them.
So you like PDA?
,
No, can 't stand it.
What is your ideal date?
A guest-pass at Bob's....I have
limited meal credits.
How would you describe yourself as a boyfriend?
Mild-mannered, even-tempered,
understanding. You'll often hear
me saying, "Yeah,you*re

right lt 'snot your fault , it's
mine."
Who s your role model?
George W. Bush
Life motto?
Bang, bang, bang the drum.
What are your hobbies?
Golfing, fishing, hunting and
announcing Colby baseball
games.
How do you feel about the
dating scene on campus?
Does it exist?
How about the hook up scene?
I have a love/hate relationship
with it. Hopefully this bachelor
thing will turn it back to love.

Kat Cosgrove 4 10
Describe your ideal man.
Tall, dark and handsome with a
penchant for handcuffs...or
named TUcker Gushing
How do you feel about dancef loor make-outs?
It 's not a good Friday night without one, but on Saturdays they
should go behind closed doors.
So you like PDA?
No, because a bachelorette can 't
be seen as unavailable.
What is your ideal date?
Stargazing with a bottle of wine.
Who s' your role model?
George W. Bush. Even after "losing" an election, he convinced
300 million people to call him
their leader and follow him blind-

I WHO'S WHO: ALEX ESSMAN 1
'1

SGA, soup & sports

ly into an illegal war. That takes
serious skill.
Life motto?
"If you obey all the rules, you miss
all the fun."—Katharine Hepburn
What are your hobbies ?
Making Republicans realize
they're wrong, experimenting
with whipped cream and running
to erase last night's decisions.
How do you feel about the
dating scene on campus?
It can 't be that great if I'm still a
bachelorette.
How about the hook up scene?
It's better than a late night buffchick calzone...

—Molly Biddiscombe,
Managing Editor

COURTES* OF ALEX ESSMAN

Alex Essman '10. plays ice hockey., softball and soccer at the
College, and harbors a hidden talent f o r blowing bubbles.

By MICHAEL BROPHY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

NICK (ODKE/THE COLBY ECHO

An avid golfer, Chas Woodward '10 is seeking a strong but
mpportive woman who is willing to guest-pass him into Bob's.

coutntsx or KM COSGTOVE

Kat Cosgrove '10, a die-hard liberal, is looking f o r a man who shares
her love f o r whipped cream—and contempt f o r George W. Bush.

Seniors leave sports teams in final season
By SARAH LYON
NEWS STAFF

After a grueling summer of
workouts and preparation, Ernie
Bove ' 10 could not wait to kick
off the football season in the
College's opening game against
Williams last fall. "I had trained
really hard and I was the most
excited I had been for football
season," Bove says.
Only minutes had passed in the
second quarter when Bove tore
his ACL, an injury that ended up
costing him his college football
career. Stressed from the injury
and tired of recuperating on the
sidelines, Bove decided that leaving the team would ultimately be
in his best interest.
For many seniors, injuries, dissatisfaction with coaches, the
opportunity to study abroad, academic commitments and an overall desire for more free time has
prompted veteran players to leave
their teams in pursuit of other
options.
"It 's hard being around the
team after [the injury]," Bove
says. "When they win, you 're
happy, but when they lose, you
wish you could've made a difference. Football is a really physically and emotionally demanding
sport and it takes up a lot of time.
Once you have an experience like
that and your whole season is
gone in the blink of an eye, you
start to reconsider that you 're
putting a lot of time into a season
when you don 't know what
you 're getting back on the other
end."
Bove considered pursuing
treatment and returning to the
team, but worried about the possibility of becoming injured yet
again. "I thought about it a lot; it
was definitely a very hard decision," he says, but he ultimately
decided not to return to the team.
"I don 't think 1 could go through

[the rehabilitation process] again
if I got hurt. There are no guarantees, and it is hard to put in all
that work for something mat has
no guarantees."
Tara Davidson '10 joined the
women's soccer team as a recruit
her first year at the College. That
same year, she also began to play
for the women's tennis team.
Davidson knew she wanted to
study abroad for a semester of her
junior year, but it was her overall
dissatisfaction with her soccer
experience in college that
prompted her to leave the team
permanently. She switched her
primary focus to tennis when she
returned from a fall semester
abroad.
"I had to decide which semester to go abroad , and during the
fall [of my sophomore] year I had
had a disappointing season [and
a] tough time with the coach,"
she says. "My relationships with
my soccer and tennis coaches
were the deciding factors to not
return to the soccer team and to
go abroad in the fall instead of in
the spring."
Davidson now participates in
the fall tennis training season as
well as the spring tournament
season. "When I came back from
being abroad I started to focus a
lot more on tennis," she says.
"This past summer I trained for
tennis primarily. Fall tennis season is a lot more relaxed, with
matches, not tournaments."
Aaron Block '10, on the other
hand, left the men 's tennis team
this fall after spending last spring
in Australia. He chose not to
return to a team comprised mainly of underclassmen. "I'm the
only senior that would've been
on the team , and most of my
friends were upperclassmen, so
with them all graduated it wouldn't have been as much fun. 1 figured I might as well enjoy senior
year and hang out with friends,"
he says.

With tennis behind him, Block
began exploring new activities on
campus, ranging from rockclimbing to pottery. "H definitely
gives me a lot more free time," he
says.
Another consideration in team
size this fall has been the financial state of the College. In order
to save money on player and travel
expenses, many
teams
decreased their roster sizes this
soccer
coach
Mark
season. Men's
Serdjenian notes that cutbacks on
roster size gave talented younger
players a favorable advantage
during the tryout process.
"This was a uni que year
because we...had a JV team for
50 years, and this was the first
year without the JV team," he
says. "We kept 25 guys as
opposed to usually having 36 in
the program. If an upperclassman
is similar to a freshman or sophomore, the younger player 's going
to get the edge because they have
more time to develop."
Without a junior varsity team,
Serdjenian must pay even more
attention to his new players.
"Making cuts is one of the least
favorite weeks for a coach ," he
says. "Now, especially with the
freshmen , it's pretty critical that
we keep and cut the right guys, or
else we're hurting the future. AH
in all , as a coach it 's nice to have
a smaller, more competitive team
in the long run."
Davidson cites dissatisfaction
with coaches as a major reason
why many upperclassmen choose
to leave the teams they enthusiastically joined freshman year. "I
miss the girls. The team dynamic
was really good," she says. "My
coach made my overall experience miserable, which outweighed the enjoyment I had on
the team and with my teammates.
1 think there is a growing trend of
upperclassmen leaving their
sports, often because of discontent with their coach. You'd think

if there was this much repetitive
discontent with coaches, it would
be better addressed."
Serdjenian says that in his
experience, seniors who choose
not to return to their teams do so
because of newfound interests.
"Over the years, I'd say that the
reason that upperclassmen might
not return to a team is that they, in
consultation with me, might perceive that they 're not going to
play that much, or they've developed some other love or some
other passion that's taken over."
Bove began playing football as
a young child and started receiving recruitment offers from colleges as a senior in high school.
His devotion to football over the
years made leaving the team even
more difficult. "Sports [had] been
a big part of me growing up and
to accept that that part of my life
was over was definitel y tough,"
he says. "I can 't stress how hard a
decision it was."
After spending the spring
semester of his junior year abroad
in Chile, Bove returned to the
Hill this fall with more free time
and a dorm full of former teammates whom he continues to support from the bleachers. "I've
noticed that without football 1
have more time to devote to my
schoolwork and looking ahead,"
he says. "I live in a five-man with
four other football players. I'm
still really good friends with the
guys on the team. I still go to
home games to watch them and
cheer them on."
After college, Bove hopes to
use his international studies
major to volunteer in Latin
America or possibly pursue international development in graduate
school. For now, football is on
the back burner. "I miss [football]
and it would be a blast to go out
there with [my teammates], but
overall I think I made the right
decision. I' m in a position where
I need a little break from sports. "

Do you remember the days
when students would sadly
shuffle through the Grab 'n ' Go
line in Pulver Pavilion , longing
for a hot , tasty bowl of soup to
go with their sandwich and
cookies? Alex Essman ' 11 certainl y does , and she hated
those days.
You can thank her for cajoling
dining services into providing
soup for Grab 'n ' Go customers
every day. Essman, now in her
second year of service as
Johnson 's Dorm President , considers her gift of soup her most
important accomplishment as an
SGA representative.
Essman has also been on the
varsity hockey and softball
teams since she was a freshman.
She is a consistent contributor
on the ice, but she has had an
immediate and lasting impact on
the softball diamond. During her
first time at bat in her very first
game as a freshman, Essman
blasted a home run against
SUNY New Paltz. The game
went into extra innings, and
when she got up to bat again,
Essman hit another ball out of
the park to win the game. Coach
Katori of SUNY New Paltz was
so impressed with Essman and
the other Mules * performances
that she took the coaching job at
Colby for the softball team the
following year.
Two athletic seasons were
not enough to fuel Essman 's
competitive fire, however, so
she joined the varsity soccer
team midway through the season this fall. She was working
at a soccer game as a ball girl
when she joked with Coach
Holsten of the soccer team, who
she knows through hockey,
"You know, I used to play in
hi gh school. I bet I could play
for you guys." It turned out they
were looking for a backup
goalie and Essman had a spot
on the roster within a few days.
Essman is a government
major with an administrative science minor and hopes to some-
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day work in the intelli gence
industry for a major organization
like
the
Department
of
Homeland Security or the
National Security Agency.
An avid outdoorswoman and
hiker, Essman is in the process of
hiking every 4,000 foot mountain
in New England. Two summers
ago, she hiked the entire presidential range of the White
Mountains with her family in
only two days. She has led two
COOT trips, including one that
scaled Baldpate Mountain this
past August. Her dream is to one
day venture hike in the
Himalayan Mountains.
Of all her success, her greatest personal accomp lishment
may have come in San
Francisco in the summer of
2007. While on vacation with
her family, Essman took a
moment to compete in a public
bubble blowing competition
called the Bubblicious Ultimate
Bubble Blowout tournament.
Despite the fact that it was her
first time competitively blowing
bubbles , she won the Northern
California
regional
bubble
blowing crown with a bubble of
six inches.
Essman 's victory gave her the
opportunity to travel to New
York to compete in the National
Bubble Blowing Championship,
where she eventually lost to a
ten-year old boy from Atlanta,
Georgia.
While in New York , Essman
was able meet Lebron James,
the official commissioner of
the Ultimate Bubble Blowing
League, who summed up the
competition like this: "Bubble
blowing is a lot tike p laying
basketball—you have to give it
your all and perform at 110 percent to be a champ ion and
that 's exactl y what our winners
did today." Whether it 's grinding out a win on the field or the
ice . fighting for students ' food
ri ghts in SGA meetings , or
blowing bubbles wherever it is
that competitive bubble blowers compete , Essman , like
Lebron James, always gives
110 percent.
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Clark University Master of Arts in Teaching Program
-for aspiring urban leachersThe Jacob J hiii! Center tnr Urban Education bi dnlu-aled to preparing
outstanding urban teachers The OBHIW was awarded the Wisniewski
Award by the Society for Education Professors for its significant
contributions to teacher education
The Master of Arte in TYucluuj; program U yearlong, with a full
academic year internship in one of the Hialt Center ' s partner schools
in the Main South area of Worcester. MA. The next full-time program
year begins in late May 2010 and ends in May 201 I.
We seek students who en]oy young people, are reflective, have strong
academic backgrounds, collaborate well with others, and want to
become great teachers for urban youth Applicants strong in
mathematics or the sciences may qualify f o r a graduate stipend under
the Novcc Scholarship program For information, contact the Jacob
Htatt Center for Urban Educationat (508) 71M-7222 m
mshePTd(gctorku.edu Viuil our website al
www.clarku.edu/dep artment.tfeducattQn A pp lications for the
2010 2011 program year are doe b y January 15.2010 Minc-mics
and wom *nare strongly encouraged to apply

Arabic Language and Culture Club
Lovejoy 202
8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Ski Swap
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Cotter Union — Page Lobby
6 p.m.
i i i.
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The Annual Berger Family
Holocaust Lecture

Cotter Union — Pugh Center
7 p.m.
Professor Joanna Michlic, Holocaust-Scholar and
the director of the Families, Children and the
Holocaust at the Hadassah-Brandeis Institute at
Brandeis University. Professor Michlic's Berger
Lecture will focus on the plight of Jewish children
in Poland during and after the Holocaust

Film Screening:
Persepolis
Diamond 142
8 p.m.

THURSDAY
Movie Night
Art Museum — Schupf Wing
6 p.m.
The College Art Museum presents a screening of
Woody Allen 's " Everyone Says I Love You."
Debate
Roberts Unjon — Robins Room
7 p-m.

SPB Film Series:
I
Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince
Arey 005
I
9 p.m.
I

FRIDAY

SUNDAY

International GSofMeMeur
;
Mary Low — Cbtreenouse ; .
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BRIDGE Dance
Foss Dining Hall
10 p.m.
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MONDAY
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Experience Colby
Cotter Union — Pulver Pavillion

SATURDAY
Football vs. Tufts
Seaverns Field at Harold Alfond Stadium
•
12:30 p.m.
¦
Family Skate
Alfond Athletic Center — Hockey Rink
4:30 p.m.
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Students get off the Hill and catch the lift to the top of Sunday River which now has man-made snow on its ski trails.
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I Obama: Has the Color of the Presidemt
I Changed the Character of the Media?
"
Diamond 142
"
7 p.m.
1
Acclaimed Boston Globe journalist Derrick
I
Jackson will talk about how race plays a
I
role in the news.

Slam Poetry Night
with Taylor Mali
Mary Low — Coffeehouse
9 p.m.
Come hear slam poet, teacher and voiceover
artist, Taylor Mali, with some of Colby's
I
best poets live! Co-sponsored by
I
Poets Rest at Dawn.
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TUESDAY
BRIDGE Meeting
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STUDENTS IN THE STACKS

What would you do for a swine flu vaccine ?

WWW.THECOLBYECHO.COM / BLOG
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THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION

Should the
drinking age be
lowered to 18?
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"Who wouldn't I do?
Wait, I misheard the question..."
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"I've already gotten mine.
<-)n * n ave my ways ¦¦¦"
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YOU ANXIOUS ABOUT FINDING A

"Probably the same thing I'd do for a
Klondike bar..."
— Emma

THE BREAK DOWN
A.
YES, WITH OUR ECONOMY WE

¦
SHOULD ALWAYS BE NERVOUS....72%
ALREADY GOT A JOB
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— NickZeller

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
ARE

uNED

"That 's what she said... really, she just said that."

C. JOS SEARCH? IfS A SENSATIVE
SUBJECT....t4%
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Mostly Cloudy

HIGH 46 LOW 32
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A. Yes, it could encourage a
safer drinking culture.
B. No, there are too many
problems associated with
the current drinking age.
C. If you can vote and can be
drafted, you should have
the right to drink.
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Rain/Snow Showers

Mostly Sunny

HIGH 45 LOW 31

HIGH 46 LOW 2 6
FRIDAY

THURSDAY

12-STEP
RECOVERY GROUP
THURSDAYS

12 P.M. TO 1 P.M.

ROSE CHAPEL

SATURDAY

Mostly Cloudy

Partly Cloudy

Showers

HIGH 50 LOW 32

HIGH 49 LOW 35

HIGH 50 LOW 34

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY
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JOKAS'
SPECIALS
Nobilo Merlot from
New Zealand (750ml)

Was $15.99, now only $7.99 + tax and
deposit

Kahlua Raspberry White
Russians 4-packs

Was $6.49, now only $2.99 + tax and deposit
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Repacked Cases of Mike's
Hard Lemonade and
Cranberry Lemonade
(16oz cans)

Now only $16.99/case + tax and deposit
Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm,
Thurs until 10 pm ,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and import
beers in Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

Colby Orchestra shines
By KATHLEEN FALLON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

CAROLINE DtCKSON/THE COLBY ECHO

Soloist Anna Kelemen '10 and the Colby Orchestra gave a riveting performance last Sunday in
the group s first off-campus concert in 30 years, at the Messalonskee Performing Arts Center.
The featured works included a Dvorak Symphony, a Rossini 0\>erture and a Mendelssohn Concerto.

Art exhibitexploresmyth
By QAINATKHAN
A&E EDITOR

In conjunction with the
Department of Theater and
of
Mary
Dance's staging
Zimmerman 's award winning
play Metamorphoses, the Colby
Art Museum is opening an exhibit that features works depicting
Ovid' s
stories
from
Metamorphoses. The exhibit
opened on November 3 and runs
through January 17.
The play and the art exhibit are
part of the Metamorphoses
Project, a campus-wide, semesterlong intellectual engagement with
the theme of transformation and
the role of myth in contemporary
life. The art exhibit portion of the
Metamorphoses Project resulted
from conversations between
Lynne Conner of the Theater
Department, Kerill O'Neill of
Classics and Lauren Lessing, the
Mirken Curator of Education at
the Colby Art Museum, who
brainstormed activities that could
be planned around the play and
could engage both the Waterville
and Colby communities.
Julian D. Taylor Associate
Professor of Classics Kerill
O'Neill and his Latin 271 class
acted as the curators for this
exhibit , selecting the art and
preparing it for exhibition. The
objects displayed are drawn from
the Colby Art Museum 's collection and from
Bowdoin 's
Museum of Art collection.
Lessing, who helped O'Neill and
his class manage the technical
aspects of the exhibition , said
Colby's art museum specializes in
contemporary and modern art ,
while Bowdoin 's specializes in
historical and European art, so the
two collections complemented
each other.
The exhibit represents a vast
swath of history, from ancient
Greece to the twentieth century,

revealing "the lasting relevance of
these mythological themes, how
they have been adopted in different cultures and in different
times," Lessing said. The works
vary from prints, copper plate
engravings and bronze plaquettes
to sculptures and paintings. The
pieces deal broadly with the
theme of transformation: transformation to escape, transformation
to achieve a goal (usually lustful),
transformation in response to
tragedy, the danger of transforming into what one is not and (temporary) transformation through
intoxication. The exhibit also asks
us to ponder the cultural capital of
myths: why do we return to these
stories? "Myths present cautionary tales," O'Neill said, "both of
human possibilities and human
limitations."
Among the myths presented in
the art exhibit are the related
myths of Phaeton and Icarus.
Icarus we ail know, the boy who
flew too close to the sun and fell
to his death when the wax holding
his wings together melted.
Similarly, Phaeton, in wanting to
prove his immortal parentage
takes his father, the Sun god
Helios ' chariot and loses control,
dying and chamng a portion of
the world (this was the creation of
the Sahara desert). "The fall of
Phaeton illustrates the dangers of
excess," O'Neill said. This is
especially relevant as we consider
"the effects of excess on our economy" O'Neill said, recognizing
Icarus ' same hubristic disregard
for limits in our current predicament.
There are multiple objects
detailing different aspects of these
myths. Among these are two rondelles by Goltzius, a master
engraver during the Renaissance.
One depicts Icarus ' fall, the other
Phaeton 's fall and are meant to be
seen in tandem. Both capture the
moment of being suspended in a

liminal space. "They are suspended in that horrible moment,"
O'Neill said. "They are neither in
the heavens nor on earth." Their
bodies twist futilely and their
faces fill with horror as they grasp
desperately at the skies and crash
down towards the earth.
The role of liminal spaces is a
major motif connecting the art
works together. As with Icarus and
Phaeton , who are suspended
between the sky and the earth, liminality represents "being on a
threshold, it 's a moment of transition, when you're going from one
world to another, from one state to
another.. .you are both and neither
at the same time," O'Neill said.
We may value these liminal spaces
because they act as "crucial
moments in our lives, as markers
of periods in our lives" he continues.
In the play and in many of the
works in the art exhibit specifically, and in a vast swath of myths,
water represents this liminal space.
This is why flood stories are found
all over the globe and in a series of
engravings (also by Goltzius)
depicting the great flood Neptune
sent to earth which will be on display at the art exhibit.
These myths, though ancient,
still carry a cultural immediacy.
"Myths are a type of traditional
tale, and we set up our own traditions," O'Neill said In point of fact
O'Neill cited the American dream.
"You're so proud of the America
where anyone can do anything,
which is America's myth. Dream
has a sense of hope but also a separation from reality...we never
stop creating myths."
So when you go to the museum
over the next three months and
look knowingly at Picasso's fauns'
drunken debauchery, and Icarus'
youthful recklessness, examine
critically why these are familiar to
you, and why they make you
smile.

NAUGHTY BY NATURE COMES TO COLBY

On November 1, Messalonskee
High School 's auditorium turned
into a concert hall as the Colby
Symphony Orchestra performed
off-campus for the first time in 30
years.
"Over the last few years Colby's
placed a lot of emphasis on civic
engagement, and we fi gured it was
time to contribute by getting the
orchestra off 'the Hill,'" said
Professor and Conductor Jonathan
Hallstrom.
The High School's auditorium
provided a nice change in setting
from the usual Chapel. Hallstrom
commented on how "the opportunity to play in a real hall had an
incredibly energizing effect on the
orchestra. I don't think I've ever
heard them play so well."
The first piece brought to the
stage was Gioacino Rossini's
Overture to "La Gazza Ladra"
(The Thieving Magpie). Hallstrom
chose this piece because of its
humorous quality, which balanced
the rest of the program's serious
tone. Composed in 1817, the overture was a huge success at its premiere and was known to cause one
to "squeal with joy." But at today's
performance, the audience was
cautioned to "cover your mouth."
Braced with this warning, we prepared ourselves for an exciting performance. The opening snare roll
created an ironically majestic feel
that did not subside throughout the
overture.
The violins played
together tightly, as Hallstrom led
them through difficult passages.
The playful theme occurred as a
conversation, involving every section of the orchestra. As the piece
came to a close, audience members
were visibly pumping their fists

with the music. The coda's quick
scales, tight accelerando and
intense sequences created a heart
racing finish.
The second piece, the virtuosic
number of the night, showcased
Anna Kelemen '10 as the violin
soloist in the first movement of
Felix Mendelssohn's Concerto in E
Minor, Opus 64. Kelemen played
with a passionate understanding of
the music and with precise technique to effectively convey the
contrasting emotions of the concerto. She was equally at ease with the
fast, virtuosic passages (as in die
cadenza) and with the beautiful
lyrical theme. When the soloist
rested, the orchestra filled the space
with intricate passage work, and
when the soloist played, the
orchestra complemented her effectively without overpowering her.
About Kelemen, Hallstrom said
that "the Mendelssohn concerto is
fiendishly difficult," and "it was a
total pleasure to work with her."
After an intermission, the
orchestra returned with Antonin
Dvorak's popular Ninth Symphony
"From the New World." Dvorak
composed this Symphony when he
had just moved to New York from
his
native
Bohemia.
The
Symphony seemsto be inspired by
nostalgia for his homeland
The first movement started with
a soft, slow introduction, t establishing a passionate intensity that
characterized the entire piece. The
tempo increased and the main
theme emerged in the allegro section, with the brass section triumphantly calling out as the strings
provided the texture.
The second movement, as is typical of an adagio section, was calm
and slow. This section features a
beautiful lyrical theme, realized
beautifully by Michael Albert on
the English horn. The quiet texture

from the orchestra underneath complemented the English horn melody
and capturedthe dreaming, longing
emotional quality of the music.
The third movement, the
Scherzo, markedly contrasted with
the second and was fast, sudden
and energetic. The Orchestra captured the instruction molto vivace
(very lively) as it made its way
through the fast, fragmented passage work with confidence and
energy. The principal wind players
played together tightly as they
passed the successive themes
between the different instruments.
The final movement brought
the New World Symphony
home—no pun intended. The
opening theme started strongly,the
brass section performing it confidently and full of excitement as the
strings provided the harmonies on
the downbeat. The mood for the
allegro con fuoco (quickly, with
fire) was complete as the orchestra
showed its full strength and raced
powerfully through the piece. The
last movement was like a huge
recapitulation, the themes from
previous movements, including
the lovely second movement
theme returned. The swelling
crescendos and decrescendos, the
marked dynamic contrast, the
showcasing of the individual sections, combined with harmonic
tension and energy that culminated
in the long awaited tonic resolution
brought the Sunday performance to
a satisfying and passionate conclusion.
Overall, the Colby Orchestra
p layed an exceptional concert full
of passion, pizzazz and skill. The
many audience members from the
surrounding community enjoyed
themselves and were reminded
why they love classical music as
they gave the orchestra a standing
ovation.
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FOR YOUR COMMUNITY
AND YOUR WORLD
Open house for prospective JD and master 's students

Saturday, November 14 | 9:00 A M-3:30 PM
RSVP at 802-831-1239

• Environmental law, policy, and public service
• International and experiential options
• Full-time and flexible scheduling
• Scholarships and financial aid
• Meet faculty, students, and alumni

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Old school hip hop group Naug hty by Nature raised the roof on Halloween in Page Commons.

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: KEVI N BAIER '11

V

REVI EWS

VO Coen brothers ' A SeriousMan is depressing fun
B

By Alex Bassett, Staff Writer

Joel and Ethan Coen, the directors of movies like Fargo, The movie itself is steeped to the brim in Jewish culture. Many of the
Big Lebowski, and No Country for Old Men, have always been themes, undercurrents, and subplots hinge utterly on the characknown for having a pretty dark and twisted sense of humor. That's ters' religious identity. Larry is constantly asking other characters,
never been on more blatant display than in their latest movie, A "What's going on?" He spends a significant portion of the movie
Serious Man.
wrestling with that question on a higher level, wondering why,
The movie defies easy categorization, though "comical tragedy" exactly, God would do all of this to him.
probably comes pretty close.
The movie is, essentially,a modern-day retelling of the Book of
The story centers on Larry Gopnik (a wonderful Michael Job. The difference is that in the Bible, God was kind enough to
Stuhlbarg), a physics professor in Minnesota in the late 1960s. All talk to Job in the end and reward him for his faithfulness. Larry
seems to be going fairly well
has no such luck. Let me
in the Gopnik household:
stress, however, that this is a
movie for Jews and Gentiles
Larry is close to receiving
PHOTO COURTESY OF KEVIN BMER
tenure, his son is about to celalike. Larry's story is so comK e m B a e r s l r i^a n i n t e n l K r^ c o n w i x e e v M i b^M a D o n l a x l u m h e a L
ebrate his bar mitzvah and he
pelling, and the characters so
has just been declared to be in
superbly acted, that you still
excellent health during his
get wrapped up in the world
of the movie even if you don't
annual physical.
Right about then, things
understand every Yiddish refstart to go horribly wrong.
erence.
in his attempt to be Andre Rieu
By QAJNATKHAN
They then proceed to get
but switched to viola when he
I've always been a big fan
A&E EDITOR
worse. Out of the blue and
of the Coen brothers. I've
was a junior in high school. Due
with no explanation, Larry's
seen every movie they've
When Kevin Baier * 11 was five- to a lack of violists in his high
ever made; A Serious Man
wife tells him she wants a
years old, he had a life changing school orchestra, Kevin picked it
divorce; she proceeds to chide
marks the fifteenth time they
experience: he saw Andre Rieu on up to "fill out the orchestra and
him for not handling it well.
have co-writtenand directed a
television. "He was conducting his leam a new skill set." What realfilm together. They have,
Larry's socially inept brother
orchestra and playing solo violin at ly sold him on the viola and
Arthur, who is living with
amazingly, never made a bad
the same time and he was basically made the switch permanent was
them, starts getting arrested
movie.
Sometimes their
dancing around on stage. That's his experience playing in a quarfor things ranging from gammovies aren 't great, like
when I decided I wanted to be like tet at music camp. "1 really
bling to attempted prostitu1988's Raising Arizona, but
him." Kevin has moved past this enjoyed the richer sound of the
more often than not they're
tion.
His son is more
music for the masses approach of viola," he said.
interested in smoking pot than
fantastic and, for better or
"When I switched to the viola, a
his childhood idol and shows a
worse, always bear a distincstudying Hebrew. To cap
deep and nuanced understanding lot of opportunities opened up,"
IMD6.COM
things off, the university
tive touch.
Kevin reflects with humor.As a vioof his craft
The
protagonist
receives
badnews
in
theCoen
brothers
new
dark
comedy.
Larry works for begins to
So where does A Serious
Kevin is the principal violist in list in high school, Kevin was able
Man fall in the Coen canon? I
receive anonymous letters
the Colby Orchestra. Aside from to play with the New Hampshire
criticizing his teaching style, which places his tenure track on have to admit it probably falls toward the low end. Still, a nothis duties there, he also plays as a Philharmonic and other state and
shaky ground.
great Coen brothers movie is better than a lot of other things. I
violist in chamber groups, takes regional orchestras. At Colby,
That's not even the worst of it, but I don't want to go and spoil liked the movie, but I think I'd need to see it again before I can
voice lessons, sings in Colby chambermusic hasbecome Kevin's
all the fun. Well, "fun" is a bit of an overstatement. Despite being really decide just how much. It's perhaps a movie that's easier to
Chorale and sings with the Colby favorite medium for experiencing
consistently funny and at times laugh-out-loud hilarious, the movie admire than like. That said, my friends and I were still talking
Eight He is also the Colby Eight's the viola. "It's this intimate feeling
is also relentlessly, almost overbearingly bleak. This is a movie about it a couple of hours after we saw it which is a rarity.
music director, sharing responsibil- you can't recreate elsewhere."
A Serious Man will make you laugh, wince, watch in disbelief
about a lot of bad things happening to a decent guy for no discemity for arranging their songs and Besides the aesthetic pleasures
able reason. Most of the laughs come from how bad you feel about and then leave you debating the meaning of it all. But hey, if that
chamber music affords, it allows
directing rehearsals.
1
doesn 't sound like your cup of tea (arid it won't be everyone's),
what 's going on screen. The Hangover, this ain 't.
Listening to Kevin talk about KeViri independence in exploring
Almost all of the characters in the film are Jewish, and the there's always Saw VI.
music is like listening to a surgeon his instrument and music. "Once
talk about his work: it is technical you get to this point you get to start
and goal-driven, devoid of emotion coaching the group and that takes a
and appeals to beauty. But listening whole other level of musicality and
JM
to Kevin speak intelligently about respect for each other. It's a great
music in a mechanical way is just point in your musical career to be
as beautiful as someone who self-sufficient; you don't need a
speaks about music in visceral teacher looking over your shoulder
terms. Having good technique and to make improvements."
But Kevin is a man of many
understanding its achievement
By Peter Johansson, Resident Beer Expert
allows Kevin to experience and musical talents. Singing has also
create music that touches him pro- been very important in his life,
It was another brisk autumn afternoon as we sped along the enjoy the beer, or who want the full Maine experience. It is a
foundly.
although secondary to viola.
interstate. A fiddle and mandolin plucked along in the back- brewery of unparalleled reputation among microbreweries in
Kevin started out as a violinist Singing as a classically trained
ground and the fall foliage zoomed by outside the car, a fitting Maine, and boasts a long record of awards. Not only is the brewvocalist and then switching to a
scene as we headed north, deeper into Maine's interior, further ery itself an experience, so are the brewers. Not ones to talk
cappella had its difficulties. "They
into her wooded country. There was a sense of excitement and much, the brewers of OPB are nonetheless congenial folk with
are twoextremely different typesof
angst in the air, as both my driver and I longed eagerly for our great senses of humor.
singing." In a cappella "you need to
But of course beyond the experience of the brewery and
final destination. It had been quite some time since either of us
tailor your voice to fit with the
had been there; it seemed like its existence had become a dream, brewers is the brew itself. OPB lays claim to a line of impressive
voices around you. Even when you
its name only spoken softly for fear that the dream might shatter. beers of a homemade microbrewery quality hard pressed to beat
have a solo in a cappella, you need
Its elusiveness was enforced all the more as we made the This week, Fletcher Schoen '10, Peter Johansson *10, and
to blend with the other voices to
Here's What's Playing Fri.
inevitable wrong turn that seems to come with any attempt to Nicholas Van Niel MO put OPB to the test. To begin with was a
create one sound That's where my
Nov. 6 through Thurs. Nov
reach it. Our energy and excitement grew more as we looked over classic among Colby students, White Fox, the India Pale Ale
classical music training helps." In
12
every hill, every bend, every slight turn with anticipation. And (IPA) of OPB : A soft medium beer, with a fine color and not too
addition to singing with the Colby
then finally we saw it: the Oak Pond Brewery (OPB). It is large much bitterness. It brings the perfect balance between the light
Eight, he makes the arrangements
sweet aroma and the cool
red barn standing boldly
for some of their songs. "You basiCOCO BEFORE CHANEL
crisp bite sought by all IPAs.
among the evergreens, with
cally listen to the song and write it
PG-13 Nightly at 4:50, 7:00
Next at the other end of the
its looped gravel driveway,
down. You have the liberty to add
except Wed
spectrum, is the Laughing
welcoming us like a warm
or take away whatever you want to
Fri/Sat 9:10
Loon: A dark heavy brown
smile. It almost felt like
from the song. You start developing
Matinees Sat/Sun/Wed at
lager, which goes down so
coming
home
at
different ways of listening." But
12:30, 2:40
smooth it 'll turn any lame
Thanksgiving, with a great
besides the musical possibilities of
duck into a laughing loon
feast waiting for us inside.
singing in the Colby Eight Kevin
fast. Made delicately with
We parked and jumped out
finds working with the other memA SERIOUS MAN
chocolate malts, this Munich
of the car and opened the
bers of the group especially rewardR Nightl y at 4:50.6:50
Diinkel beer brings with it a
wooden door. Immediately,
ing. "Rehearsal doesn't quite feel
Fri/Sat 8:55
great malty flavor. Third
its familiar smell filled our
like an obligation, it's time to hang
Matinees Sat/Sun/Wed at
sampled was Dooryard, one
noses as we each inhaled
out with your friends and do some12:20,2:30
of OPB's award winning
deeply to get a good whiff.
thing fun."
beers, with several global
"Aaaaaahhh, it 's good to be
Despite his deep love for music,
recognitions; a beautifully
it is not the career path Kevin plans
back," I sighed, as the sense
0 A K POM DBR EWERY COM
AMELIA
light ale that goes down with
of relief at finally arriving
to pursue; he wants to be a doctor.
'
,
award
winning
beers.
sown
Oak
PondBrewerycreates
delectable
Maine
PG Nightly at 4:40, 6:50
an incredibly smooth finish,
came upon me. We walked
Although being a music major and
Fri/Sat 8:55
a personal favorite of mine.
through one large room into
taking pre-med classes on top of
Matinees Sat/Sun/Wed at
another, through the deep underbelly of the brewery. We passed Last was a less commonly tried beer, at least among Colby stuthat entails a large amount of work,
12:20, 2:30
the large steel vats, silos, tubes, kegs and machines of the brew- dents, but proved to be a pleasant surprise: OPB's Oktoberfest.
the rigors of science and the fun of
ery, as they chugged along, making that sweet amber nectar.
Often mistaken as a purely seasonal beer, it is in fact meant to be
music strike a great balance. As
IN DEEP: THE SKIING
There's nothing quite like the smell and atmosphere of drunk year round. Made in the German tradition, Oktoberfest is a
with music, the deeply personal is
EXPREINCE
OPB. Its tall steel vats and cool mechanical setting bring a natur- complex malty lager that falls close to Dooryard along the line
combined with the purely mechanPizza Party and Screening
al sense of wonder as the inner workings of the brewery surround between ales and lagers. Although not tried this week by our
ical in Kevin's desire to be a docWednesday Only at 7:00
you. At the same time, the sweet smell and the old wooden walls review team, two other favorites of OPB are its Nut Brown Ale
tor: "Coupled with my desire to
Unrated
bring a sense of warmth and comfort. It is an experience well and Storyteller Dopplebock.
help is the selfish desire to know, to
As one of Maine 's best treasures, OPB is one of the many
worth the drive, especially in the fall, and made all the more valumaster my body...by understandable by its difficulty to find (I myself have yet to drive to OPB jewels of the Colby experience, a must for any Colby student, and
ing everything that is going on.
without missing at least one turn). OPB is a must for any who at the top of any senior 's bucket list.
Learning how living things work is
unbelievable. It makes me smile."

Musicianhones his craft

0)
X5

Experience the best of Maine 's microbrews at the Oak Pond Brewery

Rules to improve bad NFL teams Men make playoffs

PLAYING THE FIELD

TODD
1
HERRMANN

It seems that there are
more atrocious teams in the
National Football League this
season than in years past. By
my reckoning, there are eight
teams that fall in this category: Tampa Bay, St. Louis,
Cleveland, Tennessee, Kansas,
Detroit, Oakland and Washington. People might say pitting
them against the good teams
in the league would be a
David vs. Goliath matchup, but
I do not think this is fair. It
is more of a David vs. an Ml
Abrams tank... David is going
to get demolished. Watching
these teams is so painful , it
is necessary to create a
unique set of rules for these
teams; rules that will force
improvement to the franchises
and at the very least provide
some entertainment value for
the fans.

Rule I: Cut every player over
30 years old. The best way to
rebuild is to give younger guys
a chance to play and let them
learn how to play football at the
professional level. The Tennessee
Titans are a perfect example of
a team that thinks along these
lines-after riding the 36 year old
Kerry Collins to a 0-6 start;
team management realized it was
time for a change. The much
younger Vince Young started.
Young performed admirably and
helped the Titans to their first
victory of the season over the
Jacksonville Jaguars. Even if
they lose, fans get a glimpse of
be better times to come.
Rule 2: No punting and limited
field goals. Nothing is worse than
watching a horrible team, in a
game it is already losing by 40
points, bring in the punter and
kick the ball away. Or the loosing
team kicking a field goal, and cutting the deficit to 37 points instead of 40. Just go for it already!
If you do not get the first down,
what is the worst that can happen? You lose the game? That is
going to happen anywayI If you
go for it and get it, who knows
what could happen. The odds are

against you to win the game, but
it still could be the type of play
that brings a spank back to a lifeless team, and to lifeless fans.
The St. Louis Rams came into
this past week with a 0-7 record.
Towards the end of the first half
of the game, the field goal unit
trotted on for what looked to be
the conservative play. The Rams
pulled off a beautiful fake field
goal and scored the touchdown.
That touchdown was the margin
of victory, as the Rams recorded
their first win of the season by
seven points. For the fans, it was
exciting to say the least.
Rule 3: Give the players the
right to vote to fire the coach.
Owner Al Davis of the Oakland
Raiders is not going to fire Head
Coach Tom Cable anytime soon,
although Cable punched out his
assistant and broke his jaw and
reportedly has beaten multiple
ex-wives and ex-girlfriends. I
can't imagine players want to
play for him. So, let the players
fire him and improvise from here
on out!
Rule 4: Free beer in the stadiums.
Because if you are going to pay
to watch any of these teams, you
are going to need it.

From M. SOCCER, Page 14

cross-ball through Bates' box
and past several Bobcat defenders. With perfect tuning, Nate
Seiberling '11 stuck the ball on
his first touch, sending it into the
net for the winning goal of the
game.
Remaining
poised
throughout the rest of the match,
the Colby men cheerfully celebrated their shutout victory.
Unable to rejoice for long,
though, the Mules soon began
planning for their first-round
game against the nationally
ranked Wesleyan University Cardinals. As the eighth seed in the
tournament, Colby was aligned
with the first place Cardinals who
had earned the best record in the
NESCAC. Making the drive
down to Connecticut, the Mules
prepared for their long-awaited
debut in the league playoffs.
Holding its ground for the first
stretch of the game, on Sunday,
November 1, Colby kept the Cardinals within reach as the match
remained scoreless for the first 25
minutes. This positive play unfortunately came to an end, however,
when Wesleyan broke through
Colby's defense to score three

goals within a ten-minute period.
Cardinal players Geoff Zaitarian,
Walter Rodriguez and Noah
Schlesinger tallied a goal each
during this rime Later in the second half, Wesleyan added two
more goals as Walter Rodriguez
scored his second off of a penalty
kick and Will Mithoefer found the
net to leave the final score at 5-0.
Although the Mules lost the
playoff game, several Colby
players in particular exhibited
strong efforts. Combining for
seven saves in goal, seniors Dan
Marden and Doug Sibor worked
incredibly in their last game as
Mules. Additionally, Josh Lyvers
'12 and Dan Sidman '11 kept
the men pushing forward as
Colby refused to surrender.
Ending the season with a
record of 5-8-2 in the NESCAC
league, the Mules have an optimistic attitude about the season.
They made the playoffs for the
first time ever, and the Colby
men look to next year with the
goal of a better record and a repeat postseason appearance.
Wrapping up the year, Sibor
concludes, "Even though our
season is over, we have a lot to
be proud of. The future of Colby
soccer is very bright."

BETTER BOWLING NAME:
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Mules
fall in
playoffs
Colby women 's
soccer f aces
Williams
By DOUG SIBOR
STAFF WRITER

The Colby women's soccer
team closedout its seasonthis past
weekend, taking on Bates in the
regular season finale and then
Williams in the first round of the
New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) tournament. Colby finished the season
with a 6-8-1 overall record.
FRIDAY OCT. 30
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The Mules traveled to Lewiston last Friday with nothing to
lose and everything to gain. Having already clinched a playoff
berth the weekend before, the
women were playing for position
in the NESCAC tournament seedings where they could have finished as high as sixth. Bates got
on the board first, finding the back
of the net on a long distance strike
with just under 10 minutes remaining in the first half.
The Mules went on the offensive in the second half, with SuLin Del Guercio '11 and
co-captain Lexi Bohonnon '10
peppering the Bates goal in the
final fifteen minutes of the game.
Unfortunately for Colby, the Bates
goalkeeper was up to the task and
preserved the shutout for the already eliminated Bobcats. Colby
goalkeeper Loni Pisani '11 was
once again strong in between the
pipes, making nine saves.
The loss put the Mules in the
eighth seed for the playoffs, giving them a date with an undefeated 15-0 Williams team ranked
1 in New England and 2 in the nation. Colby had previously kept
Williams off the scoreboard for
over an hour in their first meeting,
and looked to continue its stingy
ways against the Ephs.
Gunning for its third consecutive league title, Williams scored
twenty-three seconds into the
game. The Ephs added goals in
the 12th, 21st and 65th minutes
to account for the final score of
4-0. Pisani made five saves in net
for the Mules, and Leah Tunno
'11 and Kate Pistol '13 each put a
shot on frame and pressured the
Williams goalkeeper.
In spite of the sadness of the
season being over, the team has
a lot to be proud of this year.
Colby made its second consecutive NESCAC tournament,
earned its first win over Bowdoin in team history, and bettered
its win total from last season.
Nikki Pickering '12 and Katie
Palano '12 shared the title of
team-leading scorer this year,
with each tallying three goals. In
overall points, they were joined
by Turino (one goal, four assists)
and Pistel (two goals, two assists) in a four-way tie with six
points each. Pisani played all but
four minutes, 37 seconds in goal
this year, and ended up finished
second in the NESCAC in both
total saves (113) and saves per
game (7.53).
The team will graduate four
seniors, all key players and captains. Bohonnon , Hannah Holbrook '10, Meg Edwards '10
and Meg Guay '10 all were
regular starters who made key
contributions every single game.
They will all surely be missed
as the team looks to continue
the standard of success these
seniors established this year.
With a good young nucleus returning next year, the Mules
look forward to next season.

Volleyballseason comesto an end
By LAURA UTTMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

The volleyball team played its
last games of the season this weekend in New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC) play at Hamilton College. Although the Mules finished
its season 10-18 overall, and 1-9 in
the NESCAC, play in October,
marking the second half of the season, showed improvement for the
Colby squad. In the month, the
Mules won six games, including
its first NESCAC win.
Colby won its first and onl y
league match of the season against
Hamilton last Friday, October 30.
Heather Arvidson * 12 had a
match-high of 12 kills and four
blocks. The visiting Mules beat

the Continentals in four sets, with
set scores of 25-18, 25-18, 20-25
and 25-19. Colby was playing
with momentum, as it was the
Mule's third straight victory, coming off of wins against the University of Southern Maine on
Tuesday, October 27, and Husson
College on Wednesday, October
28. In the NESCAC victory
against Hamilton, Caitlin Burchill
'12 had if kills and 11 digs, Clare
Reich Ml had 22 digs and Emily
Vami '13 had 14 digs and four
aces. Emily Ten Eyck '13 contributed to the powerhouse performance with 17 assists and three
aces. On defense, Mackie Sewall
*12 and Maggie Taylor *13 each
had five blocks.
In the game against Hamilton,
Colby took the lead right away,

NICK lODICe/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby volleyball ends its season with an overall record of 10-18.

gaining a 6-1 lead in the first set, with five kills and two blocks. Ten
but the Continentals did not let the Eyck contributed with 14 assists,
Mules get away, coming back to
12 defensive digs and four kills.
tie the set at 15. However, Colby Against Williams, Burchill made
showed Hamilton who was boss seven kills and 12 di gs, Conroy
and scored six of the next seven made 17 digs, Reich made 12 digs
points, winning the game by and Arvidson added seven kills
seven. Colby also dominated in and two blocks. Williams finished
the second set, gaining an early 7- the season ranked second in the
3 win and again winning the set NESCAC conference with 8-2 in
by seven points.
conference
play
Hamilton rallied in
and 26-3 overall.
Middlebury
the beginning of
finthe third set, taking
ished fourth in the
a 13-9 lead. Powconference with a
erfully, the unfor7-3
conference
giving Mules came
record and 20-5
overall.
back, tying the
Ultimately, the
score at 18, but
Mules finished the
they could not hold
season strong. The
on, and lost the set
by five.
The
team started in
early
Mules finally won
September
with a few early
the match in the
season
wins,
fourth and final
and
then had a tough
set. Although the
Megan Conroy time in the middle
game was close,
Class of 2010 of the season, losColby only led 11-

We definitely
ended the
season on a
good note.
Our three
wins in a row
were well
earned.

9 midway through
the set; the Mules
were able to score the next three
points, giving themselves a nice
lead. The Mules won the set by
six points. "We played a great
NESCAC match against Hamilton
despite being on their court. I
would say the way we were able
to control the game made it the
highlight of the season," Senior
Megan Conroy said.
Saturday, October 31, Colby
came up short against Middlebury
College and Williams College in
its last two games of the season.
The Mules fell 25-12, 25-16, 2516 to Middlebury and 25-9, 25-11 ,
25-14 to Williams. While the team
lost, individual players still had
impressive performances. Against
Middlebury, Arvidson led Colby

ing nine straight
games in a row.
However, the Colby squad did not
get defeated and stepped up in the
end of the season, winning six of
its last 11 games, and winning its
first conference game. "We definitely ended the season on a good
note " Conroy said. "Our three
wins in a row were well earned."
The team has two graduating
seniors, Conroy and Larissa
Levine. These two players will be
duly missed.
However, with
three first-years , three sophomores and three juniors this year,
next year 's squad will not look
too different. Anticipating new
first-year talent, and happy to
have experience under its belt ,
the Colby squad will look for
more wins next season.

CROSS COUNTRY

Mules run at NESCAC championships
By TODD HERRMANN
. STAFF WRITER

Both the men's and women's
cross country teams competed
in the New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC)
Cross
Country
Championships, at Wickham
Park in Connecticut, hosted by
NESCAC rival Trinity College.
The men 's team was led by
Mike Bienkowski '10, who finished the eight kilometer course in
28:06, good for 55th place overall.
Bienkowski was followed by Andy
Maguire ' I I , Tom Letoumeau ' 13
and Justin Rouse '12, who all finished within a few seconds of each
other in 94th, 96th and 97th places
respectively. The combined team

effort worked to an overall score of
332, falling to the 11th position of
11 teams. Williams College,ranked
15th in the nation, won the race
with an overall score of 40.
In the women's race, the team
was led by Co-captain Katrina
Gravel '10, who finished the sixkilometer course in 22:31, the
tenth fastest time overall. Co-captain Cassi Knight '10, who had
missed most of the season with
an injury, finished just behind in
thirteenth place. Emma Linhard
' 11 and Greta Wells * 11 came in
behind them, within a few seconds of each other and finishing
in 35th and 38th respectively
overall. The team as a whole
scored 126 points, good for fifth
place. "Gravel and Knight obvi-

ously had great races. We knew
that the highest we could probably place was 4th, and that was a
stretch. Finishing 5th was where I
thought we should be. We beat
Tufts and stayed ahead of Bowdoin and Bates, so it was a good
meet," Head Coach Deb Aitken
said. Middlebury College, ranked
eighth nationally, won the race
with a score of 49 points.
Up next for the Mule runners
is the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference Championship Race,
on Saturday in Williamstown,
Mass. Runners hope to qualify
for both individual and team
spots in NCAA regionals, and
the race is sure to be an exciting one for all fans of Colby
cross country.

NESCAC Championships
Results

Final words at the end of a career
DOUG
SIBOR

As the fall season comes to a
close , the seniors all have to face the
endoftheircareers. Itaffectsallofus
differently, but 1 believe there are
some universal truths, regardless of
what sport it i sor our team 'ssuccess.
Rather than trying to generalize and
make broad-sweeping analogies, I
am puttingbelow alerter I personally
sent out to the soccer team after our
season ended this past weekend.
While it obviously isslanted towards
our team in particular, there are
thoughts and ideas that transcend
justonesportand apply to all others.
To My Teammates:
1 wanted to take a moment to
thank all of you. .The past year of
my life has been an incredible journey, starting after our season prematurely ended last year against
Bates all the way through yesterday's game— Coby's first appearance in the NESCAC tournament.
There were plenty of moments
when I doubted where we were

each other up in the bad times and
to celebrate the good times. The
team dinners, bus rides, and postvictory celebrations go to show not
only how much we wanted to have
fun, but how much we all care
about each other. That is a really
special thing, and something I only
appreciate more every single day.
On a personal
note, soccer has
meant a great
deal to me here.
As you all are
aware, I didn 't
start my college
career at Colby. I
had quit soccer,
and didn't think I
would ever seriously
compete
again. When I
decided to transfer, 1 knew soccer
had to be a part
of my new college experience. I
had taken my time on the field
for granted before, and didn 't
want to end my career that way.
Over my three years here, you
guys have been the reason for me
to keep playing when I began to
question whether all the hard
work was worth it. You pushed
me to be better, to keep going on

We made
history this
year, gentlemen. That is
something
that can never
be taken away
from us.

Katrina Gravel '10

CHRIS HOMft/THE COLBY ECHO

SPORT:
Cross Country

those days when I didn't want to.
You guys saved my college experience, and made me a better person by doing it.
Even though this season is over, a
new one begins today. Today you
guysbegin setting the course forthe
2010 edition of Colby men's soccer.
Even though the six seniors from
this year will be there through May,
ultimately you returning players
will be the ones to shape thepersonality and direction of the team. We
set a great new standardfor success
this year; now it is up to you guys to
continue to grow our program, f
cannot wait to see what I know will
be an even better team next season.
Again, thank you to each and
every one of you. You cannot begin
to imagine the deep appreciation 1
have for everything you gave to this
team and to each other every single
day. Together we achieved something a Colby team hasn 't ever
done. And finally, thank you for
makingme remember why I love to
play in the first place. It has been an
honor to serve as one of your captains for this past year. It has been a
year and a season 1 will fondly remember for the rest of my life.
Best Wishes Now and In the
Future,
Doug Sibor
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Time to run 6K

. HOMETOWN:
Peabody, Massachusetts

WHY:
Gravel takes the devastator this week for her performance in the NESCAC Championships last Sunday, November 1
. At the Wickham Park course near
Trinity College Gravel ran a time of 22:31. Her fleet
feet carried the Colby women to fifth place overall.
Crunching the numbers
-1total rushing yards: allowed by the Colby football defense
over its last two games vs. Hamilton College and Bates College. The Mules rank second in rushing defense in the
NESCAC.
1
7 digs: for Megan Conroy '10 in Colby's volleyball match
against Williams College on Saturday, October 31.
27 fouls: in an aggressive match for men's soccer against
Bates College on Friday, October 30. .Colby dug deep and
! came out wit a 1-0 victory to force its way into the playoffs,
shutouts: for goalie Loni Pisani
l 1and the women's
soccer team; one shutout away of tying a team record.
63-46-7 all-time record : for Colby football against Bates
College in their storied history.

STANDINGS

SIBORSPACE

going and what I personally was
doing, but in the end, it was all of
you guys who carried me through.
We made history this year, gentlemen. That is something that can
never be taken away from us, and
something I know I will remember
for the rest of my life.
It took a lot of sacrifice on everyone 's part to make
this amazing season happen. Every
single
person,
whether you were
an everyday starter
or a reserve, contributed to the success of this team.
Our camaraderie
off the fi e Id and our
consistent competitiveness on it
worked in perfect
harmony to shape
usintothequintessential team. It was so fitting thatour
motto was "As One."From the first
whistle against Cork to the final
whistle against Wesleyan, we never
forgot that wc were a team first.
Being part of a team like this is
what I will always be most proud
of. Not only this year, but through
all of my years at Colby, we have
had groups that were there to pick

DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

TEAM LEADERS

Cross country
runs in NESCAC
championships
f

Women's soccer
plays Williams in
KNESCAC playoffs
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FOOTBALL

Mules thwart Bates comeback;final score34-27

By WILLIAM HARRINGTON
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In the last minutes of Saturday 's game the Colby College
football faithful at Harold Alfond
Stadium held their collective
breaths. Bates College (0-6) was
making a furious comeback and
SATURDAY. OCT. 31
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had a first down at the Colby fiveyard line with one minute to go in
the game. The Bobcats were behind by only one touchdown with
the scoreboard reading 34-27. It
took four excruciatingly close
plays, but the home crowd was
able to exhale a sigh of relief as
the Mule defense denied Bates the
endzone and sealed the CBB victory with a goal line stand, moving Colby to 3-3 overall.
"Make no mistake, Bates is a
quality team with a quality offense," co-captain and linebacker
Roger Bel MO said. "A lot of
things began going their way, but
just when momentum began to
swing, we made a pivotal stop."
Initially, the game looked like
it was going to be a rout of Bates.
The first three and a half quarters
belonged to the Mules. The Colby
offense was aggressive early on,
spearheaded by the rushing efforts
of Dan Prunier ' 10 who ran for 92
yards on 17 carries. The offensive
line was executing to perfection
and large running gaps were fre-

quent in the first
half.
Colby
went up by the
score of 21-0 at
halftime
by
rushing touchdowns
from
P r u n i e r ,
Michael Cuqua
* 10 and Conner
Walsh '12. Balancing the offensive attack,
sophomore
quarterback
Nick
Kmetz
(14-for-20, 214
yards passing,
30 yards rushing) had another
stellar afternoon
and converted
some key third
and fourth down
passes to keep
drives
alive.
Kmetz's
re- Chris Copeland
ceiver of choice
on that day was
Patrick Bums Ml , who had his
best game of the season, catching
six balls for 104 yards.
While the Colby offense was
effective, the first half defense
was dominant. The Mules extended their shutout streak to six
consecutive quarters at halftime
and allowed just 13 yards total on
the ground to Bates. The Mules
now rank second in rushing defense in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference

other great day,
compiling
a
team-leading
11 tackles and a
clutch interception before the
half.
Coming out
of halftime, the
Mules continued to manhandle
the
Bobcats. Colby
pushed the lead
again to 34-13
in the fourth
quarter when
Kmetz scored
on a 1-yard
run. With six
minutes
remaining in the
game, it appeared Colby
had nothing to
worry about.
CAROLINE DICKSON/THE COLBY ECHO
S u d d e n l y,
7 0 had another outstanding performance, recording 11 tackles and this interception.
the control that
Colby had ex(NESCAC) with 46.8 yards per opposing teams running offense, erted over the Bates offense
Colby forces opponents to bequickly slipped away. —
game.
"At halftime I spoke to the
"Our team is a very com- come one-dimensional.
"Philosophically, we are struc- team about being in unchartered
plete run-stopping force," Bel
said. "We have guys at every tured to stop the run, and we have waters," Mestieri said. "I think it
position looking to get in on
very good personnel executing the is human nature to let down to
some extent." Mestieri became a
the plays inside."
schemes," Head Coach Ed
self-fulfilling prophecy whether
D-line play was highlighted by* Mestieri said.
he wanted to or not.
Chris Copeland MO , who is on
Casey Sullivan MO who had a
to NESCAC first
a
team
On consecutive drives, in just
sack to go along with five tackles i^his way
:
and Lamont Henry MO led all
selection, relishes the ball moving over three minutes. Bobcats '
first-year quarterback Trevor
out into the secondary. Against
linebackers with six tackles.
Smith threw 15-yard and 20-yard
Bates, safety Copeland had anBy completely shutting down

MEN'S SOCCER

FIELD HOCKEY

Bittersweet win over Bates
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

After a season full of ups and
downs, the Colby field hockey
walked off the field on a high note
with a big win over the Bates College Bobcats. Colby finished with
FRIDAY, OCT. 30
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Forward Duy Lyford '10 attacks the offensive zone in Fridays 1-0 victory against Bates College .

Menglimpse playoffaction
way possible in a victory against
the-Bates. The win against the
Bobcats secured Colby 's spot in
the postseason for the first time
The men 's soccer team earned a since the creation of the tournaspot in the New England Small
ment in 2000.
College Athletic Conference
Forced into a do-or-die situa(NESCAC) playoffs on Friday, tion, the Mules needed either a win
October 30t with a decisive win or a tie against Bates to clinch a
FRIDAY. OCT. 30
spot in postseason play. Per usual ,
JfllSa ^aHHIII ——
11 the men 's defense put forth a superb effort that ultimately kept the
SUNDAY. NOV. 1
Mules in the match. Senior Dan
Marden had four saves in the
game, but his value certainly exagainst the Bates College Bobcats. tended far beyond that number, as
Coming off of a solid win against
many of his plays stopped particuWaterville rival Thomas College, larly dangerous offensive drives
the Mules stepped up and earned made by the Bobcats. Additionally,
their second league win in the best although the game was played at a
By SARAH TRANKLE
STAFF WRITER
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touchdown passes to cut the
margin to 34-27 with 1:36 remaining. Colby gave up two
15-yard penalties on the drives
and also allowed Bates to convert two fourth down plays.
Bates then effectively executed
an onside kick on its ensuing
kickoff and threw for two long
passes, setting up its first and goal
at the five-yard line.
In its four plays, Bates attempted three passes and one run:
all were denied. Play calling on
the Colby side was focused on
making the Bates first year quarterback uncomfortable.
"We had a heavy blitz on," Bel
said. "However, it was only effective because of the strong coverage scheme of the secondary."
Colby kneeled the ball on offense
to run out the clock and end the
game. To crush a huge momentum swing like Bates had on Sunday tells a lot about the Colby
team.
"A win is a win," Bel said.
"Saturday over Bates was one of
the more educational wins of the
season, as we learned a lot about
ourselves."
Colby is now 3-3 after starting
the season 0-2. Due to the win
against Bates, in two weeks the
Mules will have the opportunity
to compete for the CBB championship when they play Bowdoin
in Brunswick, Maine. This Saturday, November 7 the Mules host
their final home game against
Tufts University at 12:30 p.m.

frantic , back-and-forth pace, the
Mules ' back line held strong
throughout the game. While several stretches of the match were
dominated by less than precise
passing, Colby 's defense quickly
and solidly cleared out several
Bobcat balls, certainly proving it a
better priority than meticulous deliveries.
Although
Bates
matched
Colby 's strong defense in the
the
Mule
offirst 45 minutes,
fense proved too much for the
Bobcats after the intermission.
Barely three and a half minutes
into the second half, first-year
Andrew Meisel struck a low
See M. SOCCER, Page 12

a 6-8 overall record and a 2-7
record in New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC) play. Close conference
matchups, including five one-goal
games and two matches that went
into overtime, was the story of the
season. Even the finale was bittersweet. Although the team beat
Bates, Colby 's future was out of its
control. Colby missed making it to
the NESCAC playoffs because of
a Wesleyan win over Connecticut
College, guaranteeing the final
playoff spot to the Cardinals.
The last game was a blending
of old and new. In their last game
wearing the Colby uniform, the
class of 2010 had a major impact
on the final score. Both Ashley
Wagner M0 and Meghan Saccone
M0 recorded assists. At the same
time, Colby showed off its youth
as a junior and a sophomore scored
the two goals.
Colby recorded a 2-1 win over
the Bobcats after striking twice in
the first half and then p laying tough
defense for the remainder of the
game to fend off the Bobcats 'counterattack. Colby opened the scoring
just two minutes into the match as

Heather Quadir ' 11 found the
back of the net off of a great pass
from Wagner and an assist from
Kelly Roth M2. Quadir has
proven herself to be the offensive
power to be reckoned with this
season, scoring a team leading
nine goals over the course of the
season, desp ite missing minutes
due to injury in several games.
Hannah O'Brien M2 added
what was the insurance goal of the
game, with a little less than 15
minutes left to play in the first half.
Saccone came close to scoring the
goal herself, but it was the deflection off O'Brien's stick that finally
got the ball into the back of the net.
Saccone added one more assist to
her season tally, ending with a
team-leading six assists as well as
three goals.
The Bobcats, who were looking

for their first conference win of the
season, showed great fighting
spirit, battling back to score a goal
in the second half. In the end the
Colby defense proved to have just
enough to hang on for the win, finishing out the game without giving
up another goal. As she has the entire
season, Liz Fontaine ' 11 played
tough all 70 minutes in goal, recording four saves and fending off 15
shots from the Bates team.
Colby is looking forward to
next season as many of the key
starters will be returning. This includes Quadir, who led the team in
goals, and Fontaine, who played
every minute this season in goal
for the Mules. Hopefully, with
these key experienced players,
Colby will improve its conference
record next season and make it
into the playoffs.
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Caitlyn Lancaster '12 takesface off in Colbv s victory over Bates.

